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The Maine Highway Commission is
now busily engaged in working out
the details of putting into operation ;
the provisions of the resolve passed by
the 80th Legislature for
the con
struction, maintenance and repairs of
road*, bridles and ferries, for which
the sum of $105,850 was appropriated
for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1222 and $106,000 for the year ending
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L e t ’s Not Lose It This Spring-Clean Up
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Instructions from A ugusta
Which Will Benefit
the Public

PRICE-WILEY

CHINA RELIEF WORK

No. 20

HOULTON RECEIVES
GALA DAY FOR
SUNDAY
SCHOOLCHILDREN

Houlton is busy preparing a pro
A wedding of interest to Houlton
gram to raise money to assist the people where the bride is most
starving Chinese.
popular, occurred Thursday morning
Mrs. Margaret Pennington, County at St. Mary’s church, when Miss
chairman, called a meeting of some j Kathleen Wiley, daughter of Mr. and
of the Houlton women at the Red ; Mrs. D. K. Wiley, Riverside street,
Cross rooms and the following com-1 became the bride of Mr. Geo. F. Price
mittee was present: Mrs. Alexander j of Bangor. Rev. Fr. Silke performed
Cumming, chairman of the committee; the ceremony before a large number
from the Methodist church, Mrs. of friends.
Albin A. Stewart; Baptist church, Mrs.
The young couple were attended by
George
McNair;
Congregationalist Miss Hazel Wiley, sister of the bride,
A fine program has been arranged
church, Mrs. Leigh Cleveland; Free and Francis X. Mooney of Bangor.
Baptist church, Mrs. Harry Johson; j The wedding march was played" by \S°?„ lh«
school pageant which
Catholic church, Miss Sarah Mulher- Miss Abbie Hogan, while M i s s will take place on Wednesday, May
rin; Unitarian church, Mrs. T. V. Margaret Harrigan rendered a vocal 18, and will be known as Physical
Education Day. Each school with
Doherty.
|selection during the ceremony.
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other
It was voted to hold a supper in the j Following the ceremony a wedding 1
, branches
................have been
. . .given a
near future, and Beatrice Cleveland j breakfast was served to a number of work and all units and schools are
lined up for some good exhibition
was chosen chairman on waitresses; |the intimate friends of the bride.
work.
The following well outlined
Mrs. Charles P. Barnes on advertise-1 Mrs. Price is a graduate of H. H. S.
!
program
has been announced. Morn
ment, Posters, Boy Scouts, Tickets, i and Houlton Business College and
ing program will be as follows:
Camp Fire Girls, and Pathfinders.
enjoys a large acquaintance.

An Interesting Program that
with Good Weather will
be a Success

PAPERS

For the first time in the history o f
Houlton, Sunday papers were receiv
ed here at 5.30 p. m. and read the day of
publication, an innovation for Aroos
took county.
This new venture as mentioned in
the columns of this paper last week,
is due to the progressiveness of the
publishers of the Portland Express
Advertiser and their Sunday edition
the Portland Sunday Telegram.
These papers are received in Ban
gor at 9 a. m. and immediately they
are taken by auto and distributed to
j all the towns on the Trunk line highway coming via Island Falls, and after
leaving Houlton they go to Woodstock
and while the car was late in getting
here last Sunday, it is expected that
they will reach here in ordinary
weather about 3.30, and arrangements
will be made to have them delivered
during the auto season to those who
wish to subscribe.
The work of getting this paper
here has been in charge of Mr. C. B.
Sims who has been here at different
times during the past three weeks
and who feels very much encouraged
for the first week as over 1000 copies
were disposed of.
The Portland Telegram is a Sunday
paper of which the publishers may
well feel proud of as it contains all

Secretary of State Frank W. Ball
in whose hands rests the responsibili
ty of the enforcement of the automo
bile laws through the inspectors
whom he appoints, said Wednesday,
that just so far as it is physically pos
sible to enforce these laws, it will be
done. Secretary Ball further said
that he is taking extra care in the se
lection of his inspectors and every
man has been and will be instructed
to follow out the law to the letter.
Mr. Price is a valued employee of j
8.30 to 9 o clock will be taken up
The date is Thursday, May 19, at
"The astomobile traffic has grown
5.30 to 7 p.m. at Watson Hall. This is a the Great Northern Paper Co. at |with Parade of school children and
to great proportions in Maine,” said
way Commission.
worthy cause and should find a good Monticellc. They will reside in Houl- \band t° the park. 9 to 9.15 a. m.
The law provides that all expendi Secretary of State Ball.
I address at the park by Dr. Augustus
response especially as something to ton
"I am telling every inspector that I
tures from these appropriations shall
eat will be furnished for money donat- \ Th young couple were the recipients j G- Thomas, State Superintendent of
be under the supervision of the High expect results from each one of them, ed.
Schools. 9.15 to 10.15 a. m. demonstra
of many beautiful and usful gifts.
way Commission and that any unex and in order that I may know what
tion of games used in first six grades.
pended balances shall be available each inspector is doing to improve
10.15 to 10.25 a. m. mass gymnastics
DANGEROUS DAN MCGREW
MANY MAINE MEN
for use during the next fiscal period. the observance of the motor vehicle
by Junior and Senior High Schools.
IN A HUMOROUS
TO ATTEND CAMP
The following sources of Income are laws in his territory, it will be neces
10.30 to 11 a. m. Girls’ Athletic Conmade available for the purposes of sary hereafter for each to make a
11 to 12 a. m. Boys’ Athletic
RECITAL
HERE
DEVENS
IN
AUGUST
I tests
this resolve: One-sixth of all the mill weekly report to my office covering
Contests.
An
event
that
has
long
beer,
look
Under the direction of Harold R.
tax highway fund, in accordance with in a general way the activities of the
Afternoon program; Aroostook coun
ed forward to by Houlton people Robinson of Portland, State chairman
the provisionns of Section 1, Chapter entire week.
1
ty
Intel-scholastic Track and Field j the latest news
t0 time ° f Public»has
been
arranged
for
Friday
evening
of
the
citizens’
military
training
"This report must furnish informa
212, Public Laws of 199; and in case
May 20th, when 1st Lieut. “ Dangerous camps activities, the organization in ' Meet (Open to students in good sehol- tlon containing as well the usual
tion
as
to
the
towns
visited,
as
to
the
o f the adoption by the people of the
Dan McGrew,” a veteran soldier and Maine is being completed and it is ex astic standing in any High School or comlc colored supplement which
Constitutional amendment length of time spent in each place and
.
.
.
___. v
interests old as well as young.
author
will give his humorous recital pected that this State will send a large Academy
in the County.)
_
_ _
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*
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the use of the proceeds of as to the general conditions in regard
_
.
,
on
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o
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ion
I
Joe FurFuro,
clerk at the „ Snell
Track
events:
1.30
to
2
p.
m.
100
1
.
.
.
of
his
experiences
and
that
of
the
number
of
enrolled
candidates
to
the
Highway bonds for the con to motor vehicle traffic in each
. , u
™ House is theTTman in xcharge
® of the
other Maine boys who were overseas camp at Devens for a months’ train- yard dash; 2 p. m. to 2.30 p. m.,
struction o f State aid highways, one- town.
quarter
mile
dash;
2.30
to
3
p.
m.
half
del,ve/
y
,n
Houlton’
to
whom
orderS
with
the
103rd
Inf.,
at
the
Heywood
ing next August. Chairman Robinson
“ The secretary will demand from
ninth of said m ill tax fund in ac
mile
dash,
3
to
3.30
p.
m„
220
yard
may
be
glven'
Theatre
under
the
auspices
of
Chester
has divided the State into convenient
cordance with Section 2 of an act of each inspector courteous treatment of
.
^
,
Briggs Post No. 47 American Legion. districts and has made several ap- dash. 3.30 to 4 p. m., 1 mile run. 4 1
the 20th Legislature, entitled "A n act the public in every instance. In the
His
story
is
entitled
“
Shell
Shock
pointments
of
district
chairmen,
among
!
t0
4
30
Pml
mile
relay
(fou
en
j
of
Houlton
have
been
drawn
as
to Increase the mill tax highway fund performance of his duties, however,
a la Mademoiselle” and is called a them being the
following:
Roger j to a team each man
on * \
^ ^ ^
^
Qf ^ TJ
aad to provide for the method of its there must be no discrimination be
riot
of
fun
by
those
who
have
heard
tween persons. Every user of a mo
Greene, Lewiston; Frank E. Southard, , dUar er ° a mi e
R
,
District Court at Bangor.
application."
Augusta; Perlev Ford. Sanford, and ' Severs. Timers, Verne C. Beverley, ;
____________
tor vehicle must be made to observe it.
It
deals
with
many
of
the
ludicrous
Robert
Hale.
Portland.
Principal
E.
H.
Stover
and
Maurice
R.
the law, perferably by persuasion,
According to the plan of the War ! Elliott. Judges at finish, George W.
but when this method fails, then there happenings in camp and the trenches
is no other alternative than to bring and shows the character of untamed Department the annual encampments j Carter, Principal E. M. Libby an
the offender before the court. Be American youth in a way that can in each Corps Area will be more than i Principal G. Herbet loss,
a period of military training, for but;
Field events: 1.30 to 2 p. m. Discus
fore resorting to court action, the in not help but please.
By reaaon of the fact that it is
The Lewiston Journal says:
five hours per day are to be devoted to , Throw 2 to 2.30 p. m„ high jump; 2.30
With the fine weather of the past
spector must be sure of his ground
possible once more for towns to elect
“ 1st Lieut. Donald Francis McGrew, I military work, the remaining time be-j to 3 P- m- s^ot Put; 3 40 3,3b P- m” *ew weeks farmers are finishing up
and when in doubt, he should com
road commissioners, the Highway
who came to Maine from Michigan to ing taken up with recognized sports ! baseball throw; 3.30 to 4 p. m., broad their planting, and the end of th©
municate with me.
Commission is in alm ost daily receipt
"Inspectors are instructed to imme- j re-enlist in the 2d Maine. He has j Americanization programs when fe a s -;jumP; 4 to 4 '3^ P- m-’ running bases. ( week will see the potatoes all in th©
o f inquiries either from selectmen or
diately get in touch with the local en written for the Popular Magazine, j ible and motion pictures. It is plan- Judges: Principal Frank C. WebBter, ground.
road commissioners asking as to
Ceorge Duncan. Principal H. W.
Never before has this county seen
forcement officers in their territory Collier's National Weekly, the Red i ned to inculcate in the thousands o f 1
whether jurisdiction over the roads is
Book,
Pearson’s,
Munsey’s
and
Short
j
candidates
principles
of
health
and
i
McLellan.
,
such
an early season, which is about
and render them every assistance pos
vested in the road commissioner or
sible, as it is urgently desired that j Stories. Author of “ The Grenadier,” hygiene and a plan of Americaniza-1 Measurers: Mr. Clyde Witham, Prin- j three weeks ahead of an ordinary
tnjthe board of selectmen.
there be cordial co-operation between i
Guns of the Seventy-Third, tion will be adopted to aid those who j cipal Lawrence Hart. First, second j year. One man who always plants
R e m s t s have become so numerous
that inspectors and the local officers. J Bugs Basahers, etc. Soldiered in are not yet citizens. In its full scope and third prizes will be awarded in ; his potatoes as early as possible
Clat' tiieTftafe* Highway Commission
|informed the TIMES representative
“ In each case when the inspector is ! 4be Philippines in the Moro campaign, the training camps will make for the each event.
recently submitted to the attorney
given a special assignment by the |was regimental sergeant-major of the improvement of the participants physi- I Evening program at Heywood Thea-, that last year he put his first seed in
general’s office the general question as secretary of state, prompt action is ' 2d Maine Infantry, National Guard at j cally, mentally and morally.
tre: 7.15 to 7.30 Overture, High school >cn May 18, while May 18 this year wil|
to where the authority of road com
expected and a report must be im the border and finished his soldiering j The camp for the district compris- orchestra. 7.30 to 7.45 Health songs, |see the planting practically all finishmissioners leaves off and the jurisdic
with the 103rd in France.”
j ing the New England States will be chorus and orchestra. 7.45 to 8 dance, i ed, with the largest acreage for manj{
mediately made.
tion of selectmen begins in road
'
8 to 8.15 address by years.
After
the
lecture
a
social
dance
will
j at Devens from August 1 to Septem- Longfellow school;
"Each inspector is instructed to also
m atters and today the Highway Com
Dr.
A.
O.
Thomas.
8.15 to 8.30 health
be
given,
music
for
which
will
be
The apple blossoms, which last year
berl
and
men
between
the
ages
of
16
pay especial attention to the head
mission received from the attorney
light law and to use his best endeav given by the Houlton High School and 35 years, who meet the physical games, Bowdoin schools; 8.30 to 8.45 were not out on Decoration day, are
general's office the following reply:
requirements and bear good reputa dumb bell drills, Junior High school; all out now and the frequent showers
ors to see to it that the rights of the orchestra.
"I f yon w ill refer to Section 88 of
Everybody
should
plan
to
hear
this
tions, are eligible, Maine’s quota being 8.45 to 9.15 Health Play, directed by together with the warm sun have
many who are stTictly observing this
Chapter 24 o f the Revised Statutes
speaker
and
assist
the
boys
who
have
131 out of the total of 1200 for New Miss Nan Clack, Red Cross School started the grain which is up a couple
feature law are protected against
yen w ill note that the road commisnurse, 9.15 to 9.30 dance, Fair street of inches and the grass is looking
those who persist in violating it. The worked hard to bring this famous England.
sieasr has charge of repairs of high
Application blanks for candidates j school; 9.30 to 9.45 Indian club drill, fine.
inspector is also made to understand speaker to Houlton.
ways and bridges 'under the direction
All this means that with an ordinary
have not yet been received, but a ll! High school; 9.45 to 10, Folk dance
that he must not hesitate to cause the
o f the selectmen^’ ”
season
the harvesting will come so
candidates
desiring
to
attend
the
en^th
and
6th
grades;
10
to
10.10.
apprehension of those who continue BIDS FOR TRUNK
B e is responsible to them for the
Parallel
Bars,
P7igh
school
boys;
much
earlier
and the early markets
campment
will
be
able
to
secure
these
to use the glaring headlights.
LINE IN AROOSTOOK blanks from their district chairmen 10.10 to 10.20 Highland Fling, High taken advantage of, fulfilling the
expenditure of money and for the
"I hope with the co-operation of the
discharge of his duties generally un
school girls; 10.20 to 10.30, Wand drill, predictions made in these columns
Bids were opened by the state high within a short time.
inspectors and the local officers to
dor this statute. There Is, therefore
High
school girls; 10.30 to 10.40 tumbl recently that Aroostook County has
way
commission
Thursday
afternoon
have a much better enforcement of
no question that can arise "a s
to
ing,
High
school boys, 10.40 to 10.50 the best prospect for prosperity the
for
building
state
highways.
Those
the law than has been found in the
HOULTON MANAGER
whmo the authority of the selectmen
Pyramid
building,
High school boys. coming year than for many seasons,
in
Aroostook
were
as
follows:
past. It is for the safety good of the
TRANSFERRED TO
leaves off and the authority of the
Music by High School orchestra.
Littleton—Gravel
suMace;
6.51
and with ordinary prices for the crops,
public and that alone that we shall
road commissioner begins." The va
BANGOR OFFICE Admission forenoon and afternoon continued prosperity.
expect such earnestness and strict ap miles; Joseph McCormick of East
rious change which
have
taken
program: 25 cents; admission even
plication to business on the part of Providence, R. I., $129,136.80; McCabe
Robt. A. Mill for six years local
place with reference to the election
ing
program 50 cents. The following
&
Govannini
of
Boston,
Mass.,
$93,JONES-HUTCH1NSON
the automobile Inspectors, and I be
manager for the Houlton Hide and
or appointment of a road commis
tit_ i ...
,
,
.
.
. . ..
committee has charge of the work
lieve that the results will be very 940.50.
Wool Co., has been transferred to the >
„„ „
The marriage of Miss Orpha
sioner have not altered this relation
Program: W. H. Jenkins, Miss Nan
Monticello— Gravel surface; 2.19 Bangor branch, effective June 1st.
gratifying."
Hutchinson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
ship between selectmen and road
Clack, Miss M. Kathleen Young. Pub
miles; McCabe & Govannini of Bos
Mr. Mills with his family have
George
Hutchinson
of Monticello, to
commissioners. The latter is In all
ton, Mass., $30,313.46; John R. Weed during their residence here made licity: A. R. Ham, chairman, Miss
RICKER
SENIOR
PLAY
Mr.
Perry
Jones
also
of that town
eases under the supervision and conof Monticello, $33,893.80; A. M. Nason many close friends, who will regret Louise N. Buzzell, Miss Vivian Vose.
occurred
Saturday
at
the
home of the
WELL ACTED AND
trol of the selectmen.
Invitations: Miss Alice A. Black,
of Monticello, $33,381.84; Joseph Mc their going away.
bride’s aunt, Mrs. Arthur Brown in
There Is no difference between road
chairman, Miss Carie A. Mills, Miss Littleton.
WELL ATTENDED Cormick of East Providence, R. I.,
and street commls$42,290.26.
Blanche Brown; Slogan costume; Miss
Hon. Chas. P. Barnes addressed the
The annual play by R. C. I. Seniors
Both Mr. and Mrs. Jones attended
Dorothy Lyons, chairman, Miss Nan
students at the High School on Mon
was
given
at
the
Temple
Friday
R.
. I., from which Mr. Jones graduat8o far as. sidewalks are concerned,
The Rev. Dwight F. Mowery, day morning, taking |is his subject: Clark, Miss Bernice Kennedy, Miss
evening before a large audience.
ed, the marriage ceremony being
it is, we believe, generally accepted
Loretta
Henzie,
M.
R.
Elliott;
Parade:
minister of the Unitarian Society of "Representative Democracy and How
The Elopment of Ellen” was the
performed by Rev. E. H. Stover,
that a sidewalk is a part of the high
Houlton, has enrolled at the Harvard it Enacts a Law,” and was listened to S. R. Parks, chairman, Miss Josephine
Principal of the school.
way and to be treated as such under title of the play, and the whole plot
Summer School of Theology, which with a great deal of interest as he Mulherrin, Miss Ruth Kerr; Music;
the highway laws, in the absence of of the play centered upon Ellen, the
The couple were attended by Austin
will give courses in Cambridge from always is, being thoroughly conversant Miss Margaret Hanson, chairman, Mrs.
some specific provision to the con maid of the house, who had eloped
Jones,
brother of the groom, and Miss
S.
M.
Rose,
Miss
Anna
M.
Mulcaster.
August 15 to September 2.
with his subject.
with the chauffer.
trary.
Prizes: E. V. Perkins, chairman, Miss Myra Hutchinstn, a cousin of the
"I t ' is Impossible to state the kind
The parts were all admirably taken
Anna M. Mulcaster, Miss Ella Jude. bride.
of work to be included under the gen and everything went along in an easy
It is expected that every citizen will
After the ceremony the young
eral caption 'appropriation for high manner.
want to attend this program and they couple came to Houlton to spend a
w ays.’ This involves the construction
The cast was as follows:
Within the past five years no less after her baby is born and that she should show their appreciation of the few days after which they will return
o f the precise language of the vote of Richard Ford
Clifton Adams than 527 young girls from 148 cities will not give the child away. The work done in attending and showing to Monticello where they will reside.
the town In every case. If there is a Molly, his wife
Petrea Fitzpatrick and towns in New England were young mothers are taught some useful their appreciation of this work which
Many friends extend congratulations
specific appropriation for a sidewalk, Robert Shepard, Molly’s brother
given refuge at the Evangeline Booth occupation while in the home and should be encouraged in our town.
to these popular young people.
w e Should assume in general that
Floyd C. Royal Home and Maternity Hospital con when she is able to leave, a position
Order For Forming Parade
that particular sum was to be used Max Ten Eych, a chum of Roberts
ducted by the Salvation Army in is secured for her where she can take
SEVEN STAKES FOR
Police
fo r that purpose and that the general
Carl Logie Boston, according to figures made her baby with her.
Through
its
Ricker
Trustees
(car)
appropriation for highways was in Dorothy March, engaged to Max, a
HOULTON FAIR RACES
public by the New England provincial women’s and girls clubs the Army
Ricker Teachers (car)
tended to be used elsewhere. In the
guest of Mrs. Ford’s Thelma Adams headquarters of the Army.
Chairman Lee Ervin of the Trot
keeps track of them for at least 5
Ricker Students (walking)
absence o f a specific provision we June Haverhiel, Wellesley '21 who
ting Department of the Houlton Fair,
The cost of operating this home is years afterwards.
!
Houlton Business College
see no reason why a portion of the
is doing some special investigation about $39,000 each year and of this
has made an addition to his pro
Of the 527 girls who passed through j Trustees of St. Mary’s Academy
general appropriation for the high
for Economics course during the sum, only a very small amount is
gramme of early closing events, the
the Boston home, 464 came from ! (car)
ways should not be used for repairing
summer
Helen Farrar received in fees from the girls who
number being increased to seven,
different
communities in Massachu-1 Teachers of St Mary’s Academy
sidew alks."
each worth $500.
John Hume, Rector at St. Agnes
are accommodated there.
setts. Maine supplied 17 from 13 1 (car)
The list now is as follows:
Frank Adams
No girl, regardless of race or creed, localities; Vermont sent five, each
Students of St. Mary’s Academy
2.27
trot, 2.20 trot, 2.17 trot, 2.30
GRAND OPENING
The production was coached by J. is ever denied admittance, provided from a different town. In the 22 from (walking)
pace 2.20 trot and pace, 2.17 trot and
Dal
Luther.
there
is
accommodation
and
if
the
New Hampshire 12 seperate districts j
CRESCENT PARK
School Board, Selectmen and Dr.
pace and 2.15 trot and pace. The 2.17
girl is without funds or friends no were represented, while from four j Thomas (car)
The annual opening at Crescent
trot and 2.15 trot and pace are new
charge is made
The Evangeline localities in Rhode Island and ConHoulton Band
Park will take place on Wednesday BALLASTING ON B. & A. R. R.
events and the 2.27 trot was formerly
Booth Home is one of the 26 similar necticut 13 girls were received.
Rural Schools (walking)
o f next week, and as it is an event
for 2.28 trotters
Mr. T. L. Eyre of Philadelphia has ; homes which the Salvation Army conPart of the money received from
Town Schools (walking)
which Is always looked forward to by taken the contract for ballasting the |ducts throughout the United States,
the home service appeal that the
1. Pleasant St. school
the younger element who enjoy danc line of the B. & . R. R.
j Last year in these 26 homes, 4,481 Salvation Army is now making
4. Longfellow School
2. Longfellow School
ing, there will be a large attendance.
Work has already commenced in j girls were admitted. The majority of throughout Aroostook will be used
5.
Fair St. School
3. Fair St. School
Proprietor Russell has engaged Hudson and also from Houlton and ; these were girls from country districts
6. Bowdoin St. School
to support the Evangeline Booth and
4.
Bowdoin
St.
School
W elch’s Jass orchestra
for this will be continued until the job is ! and the average age was about 16
other homes. This appeal, made once
5. Central Building School
Route of Parade
occasion and the dancing public know completed.
j years.
only each year, is practically the only
6.
Houlton
High
School
Form at H. H. S., down Military to
what a success this organization has
Mr. C. M. Johnston is the ConstructOnly one promise is required from source of income that the Salvation
Students in Autos:
Kendall, to Union Sq., to Market Sq.
made, while there is no better dance ion Manager, supervising the work, j the girl who comes to a Salvation
Army has, and strong advisory boards
1. St. Mary’s Academy
to Main to Summer to Pleasant to
floor than that in the Pavilllon, so while Mr. Blair of the same company I Army Rescue and Maternity home and
in every community are working to
2. Rural Schools
Houlton
Park where exercises and
that a pleasant event Is assured.
is in immediate charge.
I that is that she will stay three months make it successful.
3. Pleasant St. School
sports are to be held.
June 30, 1923.
The provision is also made that no
town shall receive its apportioned
share of these appropriations until
it shall undertake to furnish without
expense to the State all road material,
including clay, gravel, sand and rock,
necessary for the improvements con
templated, and that each town shall
assum e and pay all damages arising
from the taking of land or from the
change of grade, drainage or align
ment deemed necessary by the High

J

Coaaissiooer
UnderSelectmen

Aroostook Season Ahead
of Former Years

j

WHAT THE SALVATION ARMY IS DOING

HOULTON
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Carry on a drive against the empty irg the rules of personal and com- which you live. If you set a good extern, he gets most of his traits at
The task of reconstruction will rest
tin
can. When partly filled with munity hygiene.
home—and these, too, before he squarely on the shoulders of the peo
ample, others will soon follow suit.
Established April 13, 1860
reaches school age. Therefore the ple themselves. Russia, when the stagnant rain water it affords a breed
Notify the health department of any j Wage unceasing war upon the fehint of educating folks’ traits goes chance is afforded, will be capable of ing place for disease-bearing mosqui conditions in your neighborhood which ! male fly, for she is more deadly than
ALL TH E HOME NEWS
back to father and mother, who need the effort, is the confident opinion of toes.
may be a menace to the health of Die male. At one laying she deposits
Published every Wednesday morning
a divine* sense of firmness and kind those who feel that the past of the na
Do away with dust and dirt. Three those living there.
irom 75 to 125 eggs.
by the Times Publishing Co.
ness in starting the youngsters’ dis tion, its history and genius warrant hundred thousand germs have been
Open the windows in your house so j E x c i s e daily. Such muscular efpositions aright and training them that conviction.
found in less than a teaspoonful of that fresh air can come in and then I
CHA8. H. FOGG, Pres. A Mgr.
rea^y
a short cut to health. As
aright.
The rapidity of the undertaking, as street dust and dirt.
open your lungs so that you’ll get the a preventive of disease it beats any
Subscription in U. S. $150 per year in
brand of medicine.
well as its outcome, will greatly de
Eliminate insects which may lurk benefit of it.
QUICK THINKERS
advance; in Canada $2.00 in
pend on the measure of aid and co about the kitchen sink or pantry
Paint up and see. too, that all
A college student who came home operation received, and especially on where tood .s kept and. better s .11 plumb|ng is put into g00d sha[)<J A
advance
the other day to see the “ folks” the general political atmosphere that eliminate the dampness and dirt . . . ,
Single copies five cents
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
„
. .
, „
. . .
,. . ,
fresh coat of paint on a house acts
seemed to be in a rather discouraged surrounds
Russia during the difficult which draws them.
Telephone— S tudio, 292- M
Res., 3 4 5 -M
nive a tonic on the owner.
Advertising rates based upon guaran frame of mind because he could not
period of restoration. The natural
Kill up mosquito breeding pools in
n .f
,.
...
,,
teed paid in advance circulation.
get his lessons more quickly. His
MISS MARY BURPEE
tendency for Russia, it is believed, is back yard or garden and help your anQ
, ^ mg 11 y° u wou ^ av° ld
friends could get a lesson in half the
SOPRANO
to
develop
into
a
strong
and
peacej
neighbors
to
fill
up
any
stagnant
pools
rave‘
a
°
e
1
s
Entered at the Post Office at Houlton time he could. If they read it over
Teacher
of Singing
ful
democratic
state
with
a
satisfied
J
G
f
water
which
may
exist
in
a
nearby
tn
thanS
a£6
6ir,
°
°an
>
6
for ciculation at second-class
once, they could go into the class peasant population as the basis of its ! vacant lot.
Studio 27 Mansur Block
ttle cooking potpostal rates
room and put over a very good line streneth
!i Get, out, . yard, or garden
,
,
Rout the rat and do the country
and H ours— 2 p. m. to 6 p. m. excep t W e d n e s 
sueiisui.
dady
and,
„ .
of talk about it, while he had to go
days and S a tu rd a y s .
Forenoons and
.
b
J
yourself a vital service. Rats carry
All Subscription are DISCONTIN
evenings by a p p o in tm e n t
over the text again and again.
P R U D E N T I A L E N G L IS H
IglVC y ° ™ * 0 d * t h ®
o f a l l b e r a l disease, consume valuable food
supUED at expiration
PRESIDENTIAL ENGLISH
j dose of hoe-handle medicine,’ com- piies and destroy property.
The boy wanted to know how he
Every man has his own idiosyncra-1 bined with exercise with a spade.
Screen windows and doors against
HOULTON FURNITURE CO.
was going to compete in business
CLEAN-UP AND PAINT-UP
sy
in
pronunciation
and
those
as
a
j
Help
organize
a
Clean-up
committee
flies_
the aeroplanes that drop germs
with fellows who were so much
BUZZELL’S
rule do not really matter. What does |in your own block or neighborhood
In former times some business men
as deadly as hand grenades.
brighter than he was, and his future
LICENSED
EMBALMER AND
matter is, first, what is expressed and,j which will carry on the good work
used to like to have a shabby looking
Teach yourself and your children
prospects appeared dark to him.
FUNERAL
DIRECTOR
old sign, and they were indifferent if
secondly how it reads. There appears I throughout the summer months,
' the simple habits of personal hygiene
A
professor
at
Columbia
University
Phone
161-W—
Day or Night
their store fronts did look faded and
to be a general consentus that Mr. j Invest in fly swatters and then
which will enable them to protect
worn. These appearances suggested has devised a system to test the Harding is more concrete and goes |swat the fly with ail your might, parti- thelr hea,th apd „ ve the ,ife abund.
C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.
that they had been in business a long mental abilities of college students. more directly to the point. He knows , cularly for the protection of the baby ant
time and gave an air of respectable Under this standard this boy might what he wants to say and says it j in the household whose food may be
OFFICE AT RESIDENCE
Unlimber your muscles by walking.
antiquity to their enterprise. But that not stand very high. This system without undue attention to the integu- j contaminated by flies,
129
Main St. Houlton, Me.
does not reveal knowledge and un ment that enwraps his thought. I Join the “ Air Service for Home De- Remember that walking is a perfect
time has long gone by.
exercise, for it brings into play every
Along with the Clean Up idea, the derstanding so much as quick wit.‘ Hence he is clear and easily under- fense.” By day get out in the fresh muscie jn Gle j)ody
DR. F. 0 . ORCUTT
Recently
this
professor
gave
Paint Up campaign is going over t^e
stood by the man in the street, and he air; at night let the fresh air get into
DENTIST
Vie
with
your
neighbor
in
cleaning
country. The influence of paint is test to a group of 50 of the leading
up
and
beautifying
the
district
in
Fogg
Block
subtile, and you can not tell just business men in an Eastern city. The Jeralities, to nebulosity and to trailing | Keep tab on food dealers in your
result
was
amazing.
Not
one
of
these
where it ends. Of course there is
j off into an anacoluthon which char- Jneighborhood, and kick if they do not
the physical truth that a well painted successful business men was up to j acterized some of Mr. Wilson’s more screen their wares against flies and
building does not decay and will last the average of the young students |labored utterances. The sentences of |handling by dirt infected fingers,
many years more. Then there is the that enter Columbia.
i the latter were occasionally as long, | Let sunshine have free access to
fact that paint brings financial credit.
Is this new generation so much j ag jnvoived and as obscure as those your home and it will act as a sentinel
The banker would go slow about lend brighter than the old one, that these 0j> j obn Stuart Mill himself. On the against the hordes of disease germs
ing money to a householder who did young fellows will soon distance all i other hand, the cynic’s dictum, “ Lan |which fight best in shadow,
not keep his dwelling wel^ painted. the old timers? If so, there will be , gUage was given to man to enable
Make yourself and those about you
But a neat fresh color is a kind of a tremendous business revolution be- (
t0 conceal his thoughts,” finds no immune to disease by strictly observguarantee that the building is going fore long.
scintilla of proof in President fl»rri.
to be kept up. Insurance men say
People may overestimate the value ing’s handling of his themes,
that property that is kept painted is of quick thinking. The father of the : A singular confirmation of this gen- BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R
T IM E
TABLE
likely to be a better Are risk.
boy referred to told his son that i erany held American view is forthCorrected to M ay 9, 1921
Then there is the influence that successful business men are not comjng jn comments appearing in the
T ra in s D a lly E xcept Sunday
paint has on a community. If you necessarily very quick t h i n k e r s . ] Italian newspapers. One of them, the
E astern S tan d ard T im e
could take a seedy looking city and Rather they are sure thinkers. They j Tribuna of Rome says: “ With Mr.'
F ro m H O U L T O N
imint every building that needed it, analyze a situation thoroughly and Harding’s message political literature
8.40 a. m.—For Fort Fairfield, Caribou.
the mental attitude of that town would patiently, study it with judgment and returns to its just traditions of simple |
Limestone and Van Buren.
change. The place would look more experience, and when they decide, l prt)Se) clear exposition and precise i 9.13 a. m.—For Bangor, Portland and
Boston.
live and go-ahead. Business men their decision is usually correct. In j thought.................. Mr. Harding’s adwould feel more confidence in its the long run these qualities count j dress j s as useful to weak minds as a 11.30 a. tn.—For Ashland, Fort Kent. St
Francis, also Washburn, Pres
future. They would have more cour more than mere quickness.
The cojd shower to the spinal column. It
que Isle, Van Buren via Squa
age to go ahead and plan enterprises fellow who thinks too speedily get in j shows that idealistic adventures pass
Pan and Mapleton.
based on its growth. And a com the habit of slighting his work and j whiie historic realities remain.” An- j 1.40 p. m. — For Greenville, Bangor. Port
land and Boston.
munity in which hope prevails is one depending more on alertness than on 0ther, the Messaggero, renders the ver- i
6 26 p. m.—For Bangor, Portland and
that Is going to make progress.
thoroughness. So let not the slow and djCf. “ The message of Mr. Wilson’s i
Boston Buffet Sleeping Gat
Furthermore, paint attracts trade. plodding boys be discouraged, as the , successor clarifies the policy of the
Caribou to Boston.
When people from the surrounding tortoise many times overtakes the. united States.”
7.12 p. rn. — For Ft. Fairfield, Van Buren
Due H O U L T O N
country come into a town kept neatly hare.
I It is, after all, a great thing to be 8.31 a. m.—From Boston, Portland, Ban
painted, they feel that the place has
gor. Buffet Sleeping Bostm
the spirit of enterprise, and that it is OUR A TTITUDE TOWARD RUSSIA ' master of an English that both “ says
to Caribou.
■what it means and means what it
a good center for their business rela
9.09 a. m.—From Van Buren, Caribou
More and more the attitude of
!
and Fort Fairfield.
tions. They are similarly repelled American leaders seems to be shap says.”
Better nights and brighter morn
12.55 p. m. — From Boston, Portland, Ban
from a place that is not kept up. ing itself into friendliness with a free
gor and Greenville.
THE
CLEAN-UP
CAMPAIGN
ings usually fo llo w a ch ange
Everyone in Houlton who paints his and powerful Russia, democratic in
3.10 p. m. —From St. Frances, Ft. Kent,
We have had in the last decade an
to Postum as the ta b le drink.
buildings this season, is helping to government. More and more it is
also Van Buren, Washburn.
Presque Isle, via Squa Pan
maintain the appearance and sub clear that we are not going to be abet nual revivals of spring clean-up
6.21
p.
m.—From
Van Buren, Limestone.
measures.
We
have
seen
the
cities
stantial progress of his home town.
tors of European schemes to disinteCaribou. Fort Fairfield.
”
grate Russia and reduce her to utter I and towns unlte ln ur8inB dtizens t0 7.08 p. m. — From Boston, Portland and
:
do
a
little
municipal
and
private
EDUCATING PEOPLE’S TRAITS
Bangor.
feebleness.
Modern educational leaders are
Made By Postum Cereal Co.,Inc Battle CreekM ich.
Both American and the Russian peo yard-cleaning so that these centers ^Time tables giving complete informatior
urging some attention to the training ple are vitally concerned that there be should be as wholesome, pleasing and may be abtained at ticket offices,
The clean-up !
g e o . m. h o u g h t o x .
of children’s traits as well as to the no wars, and that expensive arma useful as possible.
community
spirit
is
certainly
a
good
General
Passenger Agent, Bangor, Maindevelopment of their talents. And ments be limited. There can be comnot without reason.
For mental mon cause between the United States 1thing’ and every Houlton ( iUze"
brilliancy can never atone for a dis- Jand a restored Russia, it is said, should do their part this week.
So far as we have discovered Haposition like a hog, a mule, or a ser- j f0unded 0n liberal democratic principent. High scholarship honors w ill; pjegt looking toward sound economic verhill health workers have presented
not make a happy home, where self* j relationship among nations, developinost comprehensive list ot what
control and kindness of heart never jag along lines of co-operation, with 1^ do, to which there is little to add.
have been educated out of native ©quality of trade opportunity.
’ Doubtless most of us may find in the j
traits of brutality and selfishness., The time appears to be approaching j Haverhill suggestions a few that
This Is the way one writer sizes up j w hen a positive policy of co-operation j would help to make our neighborhood
the parallel of a fattening hog.
|with Russia, shaken free from the tv-1 more presentable to ourselves and to !
“ Why Is the temperament of a pig j ranny of the Bolshevist regime at jour neighbors. Here it is:
VO significant? Is it a fad? Is it ijustM oscow , will be demanded. On the
Apply plenty of elbow grease in
freak notion? Far from it. The I character of such practical co-opera- cleaning lip out-of-the-way nooks and
temperament determines the readi- Gon with a self-supporting Russia, corners. It s the best sort of a germiness to respond to feeding. The value and
measure of activity on the i cide.
of a pig ia very largely determined , part of the United states, will depend I nanish flies by doing away with
by this response to feeding. Every-. the importance which in the light of nith, refuse and manure in which they
thing that delays fattening increases American interests, is attached to a breed Remember that one flv killed
the cost of fattening. A mild dispo- j SI)eedy and proper consummation of j in May is equal to thousands killed in
sltlon puts on flesh much mor*- leadi- the process of restoration.
j midsummer.
ly than a querulous disposition, a n d ;
|
_______
the fat of an active disposition is i
much better than of a sluggish dis ^'iiHmMmuiimiiiiMiMiiiiiHimmiMiiMiMimimimmmmmmmiMmiMmiiiiMtnmiimimmmiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiniiiif11itiniiriujiuit4mtii;iiim*
position. Fat that merely accumu-' |
lates because of inaction is radically i §
different from that which comes on |
an active minded pig.
|5
“ It is not that the judge enjoys the 1
good temperament of a pig, but that j |
it is easier to make pork at a reas- |
onable cost and that the pork when |
S eries 21 S pecial -S ix
it is made is worth more. It is not j |
T w o -Pa s s e n g e r R o a d s t e r
oentlment but business that appre-! |
SO»horMm»ou>mr. 119-inch whcclba**
$1780 f. o. b. Detroit
elates the temperament of a pig.”
! |
It is easy to follow the parallel. | 1
The boy or girl who is either nat- j |
urally mild-mannered, or trained to 1 |
self-control Is certain to get more |
out of school work than the temper- |
L et us hr.ve the greaS-cct C lea n -U p arc! P& irt-U p
amental, uneven dispositioned on e ,! 1
moody, Intractable, perverse and un-; |
---------- C am p aign e v e r staged in H o u lt o n ---------receptive.
j
Make a Clean! Sweep of Waste Paper,
While the average child gets most |
Leaves, Tin Cans, Hoops, A shes an:f
o f his mental education in school,; |
| — Let Us K e e p
------------ all kinds of refuse-----------under our modern educational sy s-' |

H OU LTO N

TIMES

D on’t C ount
Y)ur N ight Hours
Counting the clock strokes
at night m eans losing th e
d a y h ou rs in drowsiness.
A cup o f te a o r cofFee at
bedtim e o fte n re su lts in
dreary w akefulness.

Po stu m Ce r e a l
is a hot, cheering, meal-time
beverage, fully satisfying to
the taste,ana you can drink
it at any hour o f the day ■
—
as many cups as you like—
w ith no irritation to nerves.

" T h e r e 's a R e a s o n

J

M ay 16-

H E SPECIAL-SlX T w o -P a s s e n g e r
Roadster is an ideal car for a man

T

With a small family or for a salesman who

STOP THAT A C H E !
Don’t worry and complain about a
bad back. Get rid of that pain and
lameness! Use Doan’s Kidney Pills.
Many Houlton people have used them
and know how effective they are. Ask
your neighbor! Here’s a Houlton case.
J. W. Bruce, 141 Military St., says:
1 can’t say anything too good for
Doan’s Kidney Pills. I used them
when my kidneys were giving . me
trouble and they rid me of the com
plaint. My hack ached and pained
for quite awhile. It was a dull, nag
ging pain right across the center of
my back. I was so dizzy I could see
black specks before my eyes and I
felt tired and sleepy all the time. A
friend advised me to try Doan’s
Kidney Pills and I got two boxes at
the Hatbeway Drug Co. and began
tislsg them. It didn’t take them long
to rid me of the trouble. It’s a pleas
ure to recommend Doan’s.’’
10c, at all dealers. Foster-Milburn
Co., Mfra., Buffalo, N. Y.

Report to us any offensive p!;: • or
condition that is not cared for < ri; ------------------ this week
Town teams will haul any rubbi ii for
those who cannot afford to ha ‘ O it
done themselves—Teams will go but
once over a street and all refuse in
tended for them must be ready Wed.
morning, May 18th, at 6.30, neatly
packed in barrels, bags or boxes, in
front of your residence, between the
sidewalk and street.

! H

o u s t o n

to tiie front.

T he

clean est T o w n in
A ro o s to o k and the
best T o w n in

wants a sturdy, dependable, economical
car with plenty of power, but who does not
need a five or seven passenger car. There

is ample room in the rear compartment
for luggage or salesmen’s sample cases.

M aine

This ia a Siudebaker Year

Show Pride in Your

Hand & Harrington

Home Town
M ake a Record

6 9 M ain Street

Clean Up
Prices f. o. b. factory

--------------------------- Pt r O rd e r

Touring Cara and Roadttmra
UGHT-SIX TOURING C AR........................................ $1485

Selectmen of Houlton
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllln lllllllliliiii H iiiiiH iiin u H ij;

SPECIAL SIX TOURING CAR................................ 1750

SPECIAL SIX 2 PASS, and 4 PASS. ROADSTERS.. 1750
BIG-SIX TOURING CAR.............................................. 2150
ALL
STUDEBAKER
CARS
ARE

Coupaa and Sedan*
LJGHT-SIX COUPE-ROADSTER.................................$1880
UGHT-SIX SEDAN......................................
21SO
SPECIAL-SIX COUPE........................................ ..
’ 2650
SPECIAL-SIX SEDAN..................................................... 2750
EQUIPPED
WITH
CORD
TIRES

HOULTON

TIMES, WEDNESDAY, MAY 18, 1921

reindeer meat from Alaska is beginMorning Prayer and Sermon at 10.30
Methodist Epvscopaf
Evening Prayer and Sermon at 7
ning to appear regularly now in many
Corner School and Military Streets.
Sunday School at noon
U . S. of the meat shops of the United
Rev. E. A. Luce, Pastor
"Fifty-four years ago, on March 30, States.
First Baptist
10.30
a.
m Public Worship with sermon
1867, was signed the treaty whereby
"The development of the Jumber
Court St.
t2.00
m.
Sunday School with Organ
the United States purchased Alaska j industry, like that of all other enRev. Henry C. Speed, pastorized
and
Graded Claeses for aU.from Russia for 17,000,000. In the in- terprise in Alaska, is largely depen2.30 p. m. Junior League Meeting and
10.30
morning
worship
with
sermon.
tervenlng half century, we have taken dent upon the extension of commuPreparatory Members Class.
12.00
Bible School with classes for
6.15 p. m. Young Peoples’ meeting
from the territcry more than seventy nications especially by rail; and that
nen and women.
under the auspices of the Epworth
tim es the seven millions of purchase Federal Government now has under
League.
6:00 Senior C. E. Service
construction
a
railroad,
which
is
de
m oney," says the bulletin from the
7:00 Song Service followed by ser 7.00 p. m. Praise and Preaching service
W ashington, D. C., headquarters of signed to open up the country for
with vested chorus choir
mon.
both travel and industry. There are
General prayer meeting at 7.30 every
the National Geographic society.
Church prayer meeting, Tuesday
Tuesday evening.
"M ost Americans are in the habit 457 miles of this road in operation.
evening at 7:30.
Only
83
miles
remain
to
be
con
FIRST CHURCH OF HOULTON
o f thinking of Alaska as of insigniflChoir rehearsal Friday evening at
Unitarian
• cant area, yet is it as large as Illinois, structed to give this road its total
7:30.
Military Street at Kelleran
Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, W isconsin, trackage of 540 miles.
All Seats free.
“Alaska was not taken in to the
Preaching Service regularly every
. and Missouri put together, with size
Federal
domain
without
much
crit
alternate Sunday at 10:30 a. m.
; able bits from Kansas, Nebraska and
First Congregational Church
icism. None of it, however, reached
Sept. 19, Oct. 3»17 and 31st.
the two Dakotas added on.
Rev. A. M. Thompson, pastor.
Sunday School every Sunday at 12:00
"T o most people, also, Alaska is the height of invective with which
Morning Worship at 10.30.
visualised as a land of snow and ice, Eastern statesmen had condemned
Dwight F. Mowery, Minister
Sunday School at 12 o’clock with
114 Court Street
Tel. 186-W
•o f glaciers and scant vegetation. In the Oregon territory at an earlier
classes for men and women.
point of fact the Alaskan climate is period, tho the later prophets of ill
Young Pepple’s Meeting at 6 p. m.
. fairly diversified, and along the coast have been as deeply confounded as
Evenning
service at 7 o’clock.
'•there are slight extremes of cold and the others. The price paid seemed
Prayermeeting Tuesday evenings at
entirely
out
of
proportion
to
the
^ e a t / In the interior there is less
7.30.
and even
rainfall and the long Arctic day pro benefits to be derived;
The
Ladies’ Guild meets Monday even
duces a very dry and warm climate. those who were inclined to favor
ings
weekly.
k
"Bverywhere, except in the ex the project as a means of demon
The
Ladies’
Circle meets Wednesday
trem e north, the vegetation is lux strating good will to Russia for her
afternoons
weekly.
aidant, its growth is rapid, and unswerving friendship during the
The
Ladies’
Missionary
Society meets
fruits, vegetables and grazing grasses Civil War found scanty argument
the
second
Wednnesday
of each
flourish.
Located no less
advan in supporting payment of what then
month.
appeared
so
huge
a
t
sum.
None
of
tageously
than
the
Scandinavian
Fenisula and with an area almost them could foresee that in a single
tw ice as great as that of Norway and year—and that almost .within a gen Charter No. 2749 Reserve District No. 1
R E P O R T O F C O N D IT IO N O F T H E
purchase—
Sweden combined, Alaska, neverthe eration of the time of
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
le ss, has a white population of little Alaska would yield nearly one thou
■sore than 60,000 as against the eight sand per cent, upon the purchase
OF HOULTON
price then paid—for in 1916 the
B illions of Scandinavians.
IN T H E S T A T E O F M A IN E
"T h e three great sources of Alas value of exports of 'minerals and At the close of business April 28 19^1
from
the
Territory
kan wealth are minerals, fisheries merchandise
RESOURCES
Loans and discounts,
pud fu n . Up to the end of 1915 the amounted to $68,618,656.
including re
discounts
“ It is to SeVard’s foresight and
$470,506.36
m ines of Alaska had produced more
Overdrafts, unsecured
543.51 !
persistence
that
the
United
States
U. S. bonds deposited
than $800,000,000. In 1916 the flshto
secure
circulation
ories produced nearly $20,000,000, owes this opulent outpost. The fin (par value)
50,000.00
and the' peltries more than half a al diplomatic action which consum u. o. Government securities owned: All
million. There are great deposits of mated the bargain was as precipit
other United States
Government Securi-coal as yet untouched and of low ous, almost, as thae which gave to
rr
V*.s
109,142.10
us
later
the
title
of
the
Panama
Total
grade ores more precious which
159,142.10
Other
bonds,
stocks,
UwaiW only the development of the Canal Zone—for the treaty was
securities, ets.
289,014.95
territory's own water power to make drafted, signed and submitted to Banking House,
the
Senate
within
but
little
more
Furniture
and
fixtures.
them available at tremendous profit.
13,900.00
Casli in vault
26,244.88
"F orests, too, are extensive and than twelve hours, and the prelim Lawful reserve with
Federal Reserve Bank
76,273.35
suited for the production of both inary negotiations, including the time Net
amounts due from
national banks
tim ber and wood pulp. The heaviest occupied by the then Russian Minister
54,219.07
Checks on other banks
growth lies along the coast, where from Washington to St. Petersburg in the same city or
as
reporting
two national reservations contain a and return, was not as many months. town
bank
(other than
Item 13)
combined area of about 21,000,000 By its terms we took over an area
14,373.10
Total of Items 9, 10
acres with an existing stand or mer- equal to nearly one-fifth of the whole „ 11. 12, 13, and 14
18,592.08
•Cbantable timber exceeding eighty of the continental United States of Redemption fund with
U. S. Treasurer and
billion feet, board measure. These today; an area which lay fallow for due from U. S. Treas
urer
2,500.00 |
forests comprise the northwest ex full generation after it came into our
----------- !
trem ity of the great northern belt of hands and whose progress in the last Total
$1,106,717.23 j
LIABILITIES
Conifers which spans our continent 20 years has been from rugged primi Capital stock paid in
$ 50,000.00 !
tiveness
to
bustling
modernism
in
Surplus
fund
.S a d Alaskan spruce has been found,
100, 000.00 11
Undivided
profits
35
838
32
valuable for the construction of the every locality where even slight Reserved for inter
est and taxes
wooden frames of airplanes, for which energy has been expended. What the
accrued
5, 000.
nae it commanded during the war the next 50 years of American rule in T
40,838.33
Less current expenses
remarkable price of nearly $150 per Alaska may produce is limited only
interest, and taxes
by
the
imagination
which
the
progress
Paid
7.358.90
‘thousand feet.
33,479.43
"In recent years Alaska has at of the last half century may call up.” Circulating notes

A LA SKA A PRIZE
PACKAGE FOR TflE

_

tracted attention as a producer of
m eat for exportation to the United
CHURCH SERVICES
States. This meat is derived from
Free Baptist
reindeer herds which graze on the
: mouses and grasses of the far north
Rev. F. Clark Hartley, Pastor
ern part of the territory which at
Morning service at 10.30 A. M.
, tim e were, considered worthless
Sunday school at 12.00 M.
unproductive. The Alaskan rein
Young People’s meeting 6.00 P. M.
deer herds now contain more than
Evening service at 7.00 P. M.
1,000
of the animals, all derivedSpecial music by choir.
the 1280 reindeer imported into
Choir practice Monday nights.
by the Federal Givprnment 28
Tuesday night church prayer and
years ago. In this period, besides, ?ratse Service.
thousands of the animals have
Church of the Good Shepherd
slaughtered fo r food. It is esti
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector
mated that the portions of Alaska
wasulted for other industries
will Sunday Services
Holy Communion at 8 a. m.
maintain four to five million head of
A lso on the first Sunday in the
'iiln d e e r. In the Scandinavian coun
tries their meat is highly prised. The
month at 10.80

outstanding
Individual d e p o s i t s
subject to check
Total of demand
deposits (other than
bank deposits) sub
ject to R e s e r v e
Items 27, 28, 29, 30
31, and 32
462,749.46
Certificates of deposit
(other than for money
borrowed)
Other time deposits
Postal savings deposits
Other time deposits
Total time deposits
subject to Re
serve, Items 33. 34,
35, and 36
411,588.24

A . L. Cotton, Concrete Contractor
M a k e re p a irs o r n e w w o r k p e r m a n e n t w ith c o n c r e t e
| Foundations, Sidewalks, Basement F loors, Steps, Culverts, |
| —Drains, Garden Furniture, Vases, Urns and Fence Posts— S
|

Reinforced Concrete for Your New Buildings

| Repair Contractifig a Specialty. Plans and Estimates Furnish- f
| ed. A talk on your Concrete and Repair Problems in no way 1
| obligates you. All new equipment. Personal supervision on |
| -------------------- all work, whether large or sm a ll----------------------|
|

Telephone 293-M

Pleasant Street, Houlton, Maine |
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VP

ITH the Franklin there is less
dead weight to move, less jolt
and jar to overcome, less waste
in the turning of gasoline into
power.
Light,

flexible

and

direct

air

cooled, it gives its owners con
sistently these unequaled econ
omy results:
20 miles to the gallon of
gasoline; 12,500 miles to
the set of tires; 5 0 %
slower yearly

deprecia

tion. (National averages)

48,900.00
462,749.46

Fred E. Hall Company
B a n g o r S tre e t

58,500.00
352.898.78
189.56
462.523.79

Total
$1,106,717.23
State of Maine, County of Aroostook, ss.
I, R. F. Ward, Cashier of the above
named bank, do solemnly swear that the
above statement is true to the best of my
knowledge and belief.
y
a
F* WARD, Cashier.
3r ? d r yrlS f M\nrch8w;j9r2" i 10 be,cre me *h,s
AARON A. PUTNAM. Notary Public
Correct—Attest:

CLARENCE H. PIERCE
JAMES C. MADIGAN
JAMES M. PIERCE

Directors

kyour C a r b u -

/* +

1

1

• or * K a y n e l d
I f N o t — W h y N o t?
W h atever it it, it it working well? If not, bring it
in and have it adjusted by a carburetor man. W e
eefl an d stock all parts for the Rayfield and have
n a n w ho spent part of the winter at the factory.

Hibbard Bros. C o m p a n y
Bangor Street Service Station

Co a

Grand Opening
at

Irescent Park
Wednesday, May
M u s i c

F u r n i s h e d

by

Hard and Soft W ood
G et our prices before
you buy.
111 o r

W elch’s Jazz Orchestra

W e are

now delivering

Richards & Bennett

|

Everybody Invited
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social service and boy-life, among the the high cost of hauling on the same

Subdivision (1) provides a 3

per

THE UNITED AMERI
better known being “ Street-land, road when not improved and using cent tax on trucks and wagons; sub
“
CANS IN MAINE Civics for New Americans,” “ The the gain thus obtained to pay the division (2) a 5 per cent tax on auto

mobiles and motorcycles; subdivision
Field of Social Service,” and “ Immi contractor’s bill.
gration and Americanization.”
But—to achieve this result—two (3) a 5 per cent tax on tires, tubes
The complete five-year program of steps are necessary. One, to use state and accessories, under section 900.
Subdivision (11) of section 1001 re
Americanization for Maine was pre or county credit in obtaining capital
pared by Mr. Davis in collaboration with which to put the improved road quires a Federal license on passenger
with Dr. Augustus O. Thomas, State in operation and in position to earn automobiles used for hire; $10 per
Superintendent of Schools, and many its way out, and second, to place the year for vehicles carrying less than
work in charge of an engineer who is two and not more than seven, and $20
other well-known people.
per year for vehicles carrying more
The plan has received some remark qualified to build right.
than seven.
In
view
of
these
facts
it
is
very
able endorsements, including that of
Allen T. Burns, New York, director clear that road building in the United
State.
Germs of Disease should be prompt- j
It has developed during the past of the Carnegie Foundation, E. D. States is now an engineer’s job, and
two or three weeks that Portland is Shurter, Austin, Texas, director of the not a mere matter of a few teams and ly expelled from the blood. This is i
|
to become an important immigration Interscholastic League of American; plows and scrapers four or five days a time when the system is especially j
center, and that, undoubtedly, thou H. E. Miles, New York, of the National in the year—a fact which taxpayers susceptible to them. Get rid of a l l !
Federation;
United
States might well consider to their own impurities in the blood by taking j
sands of future citizens from Europe Civic
are to be landed here because New Senator Frederick Hale; Hon. W. D. advantage.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and thus fortify )
York and the other great Atlantic Upshaw, Congressman from the Fifth
Senator Stanfield (Oregon) introduc your whole body and prevent illness.
ports are so congested they cannot District, Georgia; and many others.
ed in the U. S. Senate on April 18, the
handle them. In view of this fact,
Some of these letters are as follows: following bill:
B A N K R U P T 'S P E T I T I O N F O R
D IS C H A R G E
Secretary .o f Labor James J. Davis,
From Dr. Thomas: “ This year we
A BILL
In
the
matter
of
|
Commissioner of Immigration W . H. have had some thirteen Americaniza
To provide a Federal Highway Fund Delbert Brown
| In Bankruptcy
Husband, and Surgeon General M. W . tion schools in operation with approxi for building and aiding the States to
Bankruptl
Treland, together with a party of mately 1,G00 adult foreigners studying build Public Roads; and for other To the Hon Clarence Hale, Judge of tne i
District Court of tlie United States for |
experts from Washington, are to come the English language and citizenship. purposes.
theDistriet of Maine.
1
to Portland May 14th, for the purposes I hope it will be possible with the
Be it enacted by the Senate and
DELBERT BROW N of Presque Isle j
of inspecting the port and arranging union of forces to very greatly in House of Representatives of the in the County of
Aroostook
q,nd j
of Maine, in said District respect- ;
for proper facilities for handling the crease the number next year.”
United States of America in Congress State
fully represents that on the 2nd day of j
From Senator Hale: “ I think the assembled,
new comers.
December, 1920, last past, he was duly i
This is one reason why the United whole idea is an excellent one and
That on and after July 1, 1921, th e adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of )
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that !
Americans have taken up the immedi the program as far as I can see seems receipts from the taxes imposed by he has duly surrendered all his property I
ate question of the Americanization to be well laid out. It evidently rep sub-divisions (1), (2) and (3) of sec and rights of property, and has fully !
complied with all the requirements of 1
Campaign. It further plans to take resents the result of a good deal of tion 900 and subdivision (11) of sec said Acts and of the orders of Court
touching his bankruptcy.
care of’ the locating of these immi thoughtful study.”
tion 1001 of the Revenue Act of 1918
Wherefore he prays, That he may be ,
grants, placing them as far as possible
From Council of Jewish Women: shall constitute a separate fund in decreed by the Court to have a full diswcharge from all debts provable against |
upon farm s, and thus preventing them “ If the plans we have formulated for the Treasury, to be known as the his estate under said bankruptcy Acts, j
from crowding into the cities where the good of the community materialize, “ Federal Highway Fund,” to be used except such debts as are excepted by j
law from such discharge.
they are subjected to all manner of we want you to know that you are only for the expenditures authorized
Dated this 7th day of May, A. D. 1921.
DELBERT BROWN
j
un-American Influences.
the one person who gave us the by law incurred in building or aiding
Bankrupt.
Philip Davis of Boston, one of the Inspiration, for which we are indeed the several States and territories in
. O R D E R O F N O T IC E T H E R E O N
best known Americanization workers very grateful. Just watch us grow building public highways. The Secre
District
of Maine, Northern Division, ss
in the United States, has been en and in proportion shall our gratitude tary of the Treasury may use such
On this 14th day o f May, A. D.
gaged by the organization for a lim it go out to you.”
fund for other purposes, but such 1921, on reading the foregoing petition,
ed period to conduct the educational
The United Americans of the State fund shall be reimbursed for any it is—
campaign in connection with the of Maine cordially invite the co portion thereof used.
O rdered by th e C o u rt, That a hearing
be had upon the same on the 24th day of
movement in this State. Mr. Davis operation of patriotic men and women
Sec. 2. That when used in this June, A. D. 1921, before said court,
ia an immigrant, and is one of the in the Cause of Americanization dur Act, the term “ building” includes the at Bangor in said District, Northern
m ost popular lecturers on immigra ing the Campaign through the month selection,
<!Plprtinn dpsiermtion
mirvpv and
Division
10 o’clock
forenoon;
designation, location
location, survey,
that atnotlce
thereofinbethe
published
in
tion and Americanization topics of of May. We have an urgent need for planning, improvement, maintenance, the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed
„
. . in said District, Northern Division, and
the present day. He was born in volunteers in every important City and, all
other necessary expense inci- that all known creditors and other perRussia in 1876, hts original name be and town in the State, and above all, dent thereto, as well as the construe- ®Pn8> ln interest, may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, if any
ing Chemerinsky, which was so at our Headquarters—Casco Bank tion of such roads, trails or highways.” they have, why the prayer of said peti
tioner should not be granted.
difficult to remember and to pronounce Building, Portland, Maine. Call, write
If this proposed measure becomes And It Is F u r th e r O rdered by th e C o u rt,
That
the
Clerk
shall s e n d
by
that be bad it changed.
or phone 5151.
a law it will provide a continuing
mail to all known creditors copies of said
A very interesting account of his
fund for highway construction limited petition and this order, addressed to
at their places of residence as
remarkable career is given in W ho’s ROAD BUILDING NOW
only by the amount of revenue this them
stated.
W h o in America, and according to
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge o f the said Court, and the seal
AN ENGINEER’S JOB source will produce annually.
this widely known book, it is briefly
A tax of 3 per cent is now imposed thereof, at Bangor in the Northern Divi
Railroad managers have had the upon motor trucks and 5 per cent on sion of said District on the 14th day of
a t follow s: Came to the United States
May, A. D. 1921.
at the age of 14, a penniless immi foresight to reduce grades, build automobiles, motorcycles and tires.
( L . S .)
ISABEL SHEEHAN,
grant. W orked for years in the permanent, well drained road beds and For the year ending June 30, 1920,
Deputy Clerk.
to
lay
heavier
rails
as
the
weight
of
u reat shops o f New York, Chicago,
the revenue collected from this source A true copy of petition and order thereon
A tte s t: ISABEL SHEEHAN,
Philadelphia, Baltimore, etc. Educat traffic increased, knowing that by thus amounted to $145,963,039.62.
D e p u ty C lerk.
ed at H ull House, Chicago, 1890-8 reducing resistance to easy motion a
Lew is Institute, 1898-9; graduated greater tonnage could be hauled at
from the University of Chicago, 1901, higher speed with less power. Divi
and from Harvard with the degree of dends are wrapped up in these three
A . B. in 1903. He was given the points: Increased tonnage, speed in
of fuel
degree of L. L . B. by Boston Uni movement, and reduction
tt
versity in 1912. Between 1906 and cost. Here at this point—reducing
B E S T
1812 be was supervisor of the Boston resistance to easy lotion—is where
Newsboys’ Republic, and the Boston either gain or loss comes in, and this
Newsboys’ Court. He was director of principle applies to the public high
the Nation-wide study of the boy way equally as well as to the rail
problem under the auspices of the road.
This work has been done so well
National Federation of Settlem ents in
1913-16.
In 1916 he directed the by railway engineers that the cost of
160,000 campaign of the M assachusetts hauling freight has been reduced to
Credit Union. In addition, between considerable less than 1 cent per ton
tk e years 1911 and 1917, he w as head mile, while on the public highway
worker of the Civic Service House at failure to remove resistance to easy
Boston, and during the war was motion makes the cost of hauling
superintendent of the Employment range anywhere from 25 to 35 cents
and W elfare Bureau of the American per ton mile. The cost of hauling on
International Shipbuilding Corporation an improved highway has been found
a t Hog Island, Pennsylvania.
At to be about 9 cents per ton mile.
present, b e is director for New Eng Even this cost will be reduced when
land o f the Community Motion Picture unimproved links are rebuilt.
Financing the construction of a
Bureau. H e is a member of the City
Club o f Boston, Harvard Club of New modern highway—reduced to plain
terms—is* a very simple process. It
York, etc.
H e Is a prominent author of books is done by subtracting the low cost
on Immigration and Americanization, of hauling on an improved road from
A five-year program for the Ameri
canization of all new comers in Maine
is to be inaugurated by the United
Am ericans, of this State, of which
Colonel Fred N. Dow of Portland, is
Chairman. One of the features of the
plan is to be the establishing of
Americanization centers in Portland,
as the port of entry for immigrants,
and in other important cities of the

Now is the Time

7T

O h a v e T ir e s a n d T u b e s fix e d u p s o y o u
m a y b e ready.
at hand.

T h e a u to s e a s o n is n e a r

I a m p r e p a r e d t o d o a ll k in d s o f V u lc a 

n iz in g w o r k a n d h a v in g s p e c ia liz e d in c o r d tires
1 c a n g u a r a n te e t o g iv e y o u

th e b e s t o f

s e r v ic e

N e w a n d s e c o n d -h a n d T ir e s in stock*

L. W. J e n n e y
P h on e 6 4 -W

Cates

M e c h a n ic S tre e t

Garage
Houlton

G oing to Build 9
Miracle Double Air Space Cement Blocks, the world’s
greatest

O u r S t o r e R ig h t a t Y o u r D o o r

of our finely equipped

Boys’ Department

proven to be far superior to any clay brick made
They fully reach all requirements of the standard spe
cifications for brick; furthermore, when you buy 1000
or 100,000 you buy no batts.
standard size 2% x 4 x 8.

Scout Uniforms, etc.

Goods sent on approval by
Parcel Post.

return

Satisfaction guaranteed

or your “money back”

M iller and W eb ster
C loth in g C o m p a n y
The Home of [Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes

-------------- Bangor; M ain e----------------

L

They are of the full

If you are going to build it

will pay you to look me up and see this material before
investing money elsewhere.

I also make a specialty

of cement walks, monolitic concrete foundations and
basement floors.

Old, ugly looking concrete window

stools and lintels which have been built by inexperienc
ed workmen faced with a beautiful sparkling granite
face and guaranteed to stay as long as the back work
lasts

W.

VanTassel

CONCRETE CONTRACTOR
Tel. 57-11

IN

T H E

Weeks St.

L O N G

Houlton

R U N ”

2 0 $rOGoodrichlire
P r ic e R e d u c tio n

----------------------- carried------------------------

Caps; S h ir ts, B lo u s e s ,

famous

are included in the

where everything for Boys wear is

Boys’ Suits, Coats, Hats,

the

Silvertcwn Cords

Our efficient Mail Order S e r v i c e
placet at your disposal the facilities

material — also

Crescent Cement Bricks th at have been tested and

G.

Clothe Y o u r B o y b y M a il

underpining

A m on g tires S I L V E R T O W N is
the name that instantly con 
veys the thought o f th highest
known quality. T h eir genuine
value has given them first place
in the esteem o f motorists.

their cars are equipped with
Silvertow ns — k n o w in g th a t
neither explanation nor argu
ment is necessary.

M otor car manufacturers and
dealers are q u ick to em pha
size to th eir p r o s p e r s that

This makes all the more impor
tant ;h e faCt that Silvertow n
Cords are included in our re
adjustment o f tire prices which
took effeCt May 2nd.

T H E

C O M P A N Y

B . F. G O O D R I C H

RU BBER

.

A K R O N , O H IO

Y o u r G o o d r i c h d e a le r is p r e p a r e d t o s u p p l y y o u w ith
G o o d r i c h S ilv e r to w n C ord s, G o o d r i c h Fabrics and
G o o d r i c h R e d a n d G r a y T u b e s at th e 2 0 % p r ic e r e d u c tio n .
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PAGE THREE
would
be
clear
to
even
the
feeblest
name
to
an
act
of
far-reaching
imPublic Utilities Commission, as the
LONG STEP
although he has been practically all ever Dan opened up. In their estima
minded that it is not going to be portance.
case might be. All these interests
his life in the woods or remote vil tion he was “dangerous to the enemy
IN HIGHWAY LEGISLATION possible for the designers of vehicles
“ I admit to a good deal of person are now brought together and placed lages. He is a great reader, always
Lyman H. Nelson of Portland using highways to turn loose upon
but oh boy—d----- dangerous to u s!”
al pride in having a hand in writ where they should be under one providing for this when he makes his
the highways any behemoth their in
However, “ When the boys were go
"I think the legislative session just
ing this law, and I consider that controlling head. I think that in do long trips into the wilds. On his last
genuity may design at any time they
ing
out to make a big advance, and
ing
this,
the
legislature
has
made
a
adjourned has made commendable
Section 45 of Chapter 211 is a piece
trip he was two and a half months they ran against machine guns, did
feel like doing so. It is not possible
great
advance
in
general
efficiency,
progress In highway legislation,” said
to reconstruct the highway system dT constructive legislation of the and when the new motor vehicle act alone, bis brother Simon joining him they cuss him—not a chance; oh,then
Lyman H. Nelson of Portland when
of America every few minutes or highest type. This section reads as and the full-time highway commis at the end of that time, but the hours it was ‘Hey orderly, quickly, beat it
asked his opinion on recent highway
follows:
of leisure did not drag for he had as ! on the run, and bring that wild-eyed
even every few years. It, therefore,
sion both go into effect, Maine will
legislation. “ This question of good
he expresses it “ plenty of good read- j devil with that old one pounder gun!”
seems inevitable that we must clas
“ ‘The rights and powers of
have as good laws as any state in ing.”
roads is so large that unless one
|
sify highways as to the allowance
the (Highway) commission to ex
His picked organization of cannoneers
the Union, and these laws wisely ad- j
keeps constantly in touch with the de
Frank
is
what
you
might
call
a
! and gunners would go anywhere at
the loads upon them, and that traf-j
clude, or restrict the weight or
ministered will not only save v a st'
velopments, almost from day to day,
white Ir.dian for he is honest and <any time, and their timely work
equipment, or to regulate the
fic must be made to conform to these
in
he is likely to become overwhelmed
loads.” To put it briefly and in oth
speed of, vehicles enumerated in i sums of money to the state in high- |square, looks you straight in the eyes Torcy, before Hill 190, in front of
by the magnitude of the problem, i
way
construction
and
maintenance,
j
and
his
handshake
is
that
of
a
hearty,
er words, traffic must not continue
section forty-four, (commercial
Trugny, at St. Mihiel and in the
Good roads are like Are. So long as
but will insure the continued progress honest-to-goodness fellow. He was
to be permitted to run wild, but must
vehicles) when in their judg
Argonne saved the Infantry many
they are built and used to serve man
of highway extension for many years born in Three Rivers, Quebec, coming
be placed under restraint
ment the passage of any such
casualties and helped to take many
kind properly, they are our servants,
to come.”
( to Northern Maine as a child and re- positions.
vehicle over any way or bridge
“ Now the legislature which has just
hat when they become a mania and
rnaining there, save for hunting trips
would be unsafe or likely to
His lecture is a recital of humorous
millions upon millions of dollars are adjourned held many hearings upon
into Canada now and then. He has incidents, “caught in the net” by a
cause excessive damage to the i BOBCATS KILLED
recklessly and unwisely expended they various phases of the highway prob
same, is hereby expressly con
guided many famous men and women j keen observer with an unusual
in my judgment,
may become a master, and like uncon lem, and has,
MANY MAINE DEER and has a fund of interesting ta les1of fun. He is a master of love
ferred
on
said
commission
and
many
trolled Are a conflagration that may reached a solution of this difficulty,
Frank Capino, the famous Indian which he spins as you sit about the |dialects and an exceptionally good
nothing in any section of this
which is a pioneer movement, and
destroy the State treasury.
! act shall be constructed to re |guide, has just come out of the camp-fire after partaking of one of his ! mimic; what Bairnsfather caught
“ This country as a whole has gone j again places Maine in a position
woods and sold his season’s trapping appetizing suppers, cooked in the open |from the British army in Flanders
strict or abridge any of said
wild over highways. Thousands ofj of leadership in highway legislation.
and while prices are not what they and oh, so good.
rights and powers; the intent
and paced upon paper in his cartoons,
millions partly raised by direct taxa- j[ “ For we have gone much farther , of this act being to confer on the
were a year ago, when he came out
Dan has caught from the American
tkm, but mostly coming from the pro |than the suggestion of the Wisconsin
State Highway commission, and j with between one and two thousand NOTED SERVICE MAN
army
to give in his stories and
ceeds o f bond issues, municipal, coun ! engineer, and Maine is, in my judgdollars worth of pelts, he is satisfied
Upon the appropriate highway
lectures.
TO
BE
IN
HOULTON
ty and State, are being spent broad i meat, the only state in the Union to
officials, broad regulative au- 1with his winter's work. Capino. who
cast In the craze for this latest meth j get at the real meat of the matter,
Dangerous Dan McGrew, who de
1 thority to encourage reasonable i has been a guide for many years has
od off transportation. All this is due, j “We have not only by statute limitdevoted most of the time the past two livers hi > original monologue “ Shell
use of the ways and bridges and
o f course, to the popularity of the 1ed the gross weight of vehicle and
to correct abuse thereof; such j seasons to trapping for there was Shock A La Mademoiselle” in Hey- i
automobile, first as a pleasure vehicle in favor of pneumatic tires by dis
more money in it. During the spring wood Theatre, May 20, Friday, earned j
delegated authority being neces
and now, in addition to that, as a| criminatory fees, but most important
and
summer, however, he will be back his title while commanding the One
Loss of Appetite, That Tired Feel
sary in the opinion of the Legisla
method of freight transportation; and of all, we have reserved and placed
ing and Sometimes Eruptions.
on
his
old job, and will show the city Pound Gun Platoon of the 103d In- j
ture for the reasonable use and
th e enjoyment of the touring car, and in the hands of the Highway commis
Thousands take Hood’s Sarsapa
chaps the best hunting grounds. In j fantry in France. Whenever the line
proper protection and continued
rilla as a spring medicine for that
the economic advantage of the truck sion what amounts to practically ab- j
maintenance of the ways and ' this connection he says “ The fishing j companies had been stationed for a
:b v ! feeling, nervous weakness,
are so perfectly apparent that practi solute control over highway truck
time
in
anotherwise
quiet
front,
or
:r- pure blood and say it makes
' for trout, salmon and lake trout is at j
bridges of the State.’
:ri'n
feel betfer, eat and sleep betcally everyone is demanding roads, traffic, so that should the statutory
j its high mark all around Moosehead ; “ Old Ladies' Home,” and Dan appear
“
It
is
to
the
granting
to
the
High
u
and “makes food taste good.”
roads, roads, with little attention be weight be excessive for any road any-1
! just now.
j ed with his three guns, a dismal groan
b.u iup debility is a condition in
ing paid either to sound financing or where, the commission may reduce way commission of such broad pow
•'■hieh it is especially hard to com
j arose frem all observers. For “ while j
“
The
bobcats
destroyed
a
an adequate grasp of the growth and it, or should the speed as laid down i ers as these, as well as a great mul
great / they kidded them and called them i bat disease germs, which invade
me system here, there and everymany deer last winter although there
titude
of
details
of
action
required
tendency of highway traffic. In fact, by law prove to be too great for any !
‘That watch-fob artiller-ee,’ when Dan j
'• here. The white blood corpuscles,
are
still
plenty
for
the
hunter,
quite
a
sometimes railed “the little soldiers
traffic has Increased in such long highway to properly withstand, the by this law, that a full-time com
good many bear, a few moose but no had turned his guns loose on the | in the blood.” because it is their
strides that it is overwhelming every Highway dommission may lessen it, j mission was needed. The matter of
duty to light disease germs, are too
caribou. There are fish everywhere Prussian infantr-ee, Fritz showed just j
one, and as shown in a recent article or should the equipment, solid tires , constructing and maintaining high
what he thought of them by begging 1 weak to do good service.
and
I
believe
that
the
tourists
will
Hood's Sarsaparilla strengthens
In th e Saturday Evening Post, roads for example prove unduly injurious to ways in Maine has grown so rapidly
i them to stop, with messages in G. I. ! the •diitle soldiers” and enables
,
.
~
.
,
.
*
1
have
a
good
fishing
season
the
coming
;
tha
burst
all
round
the
shop’
”
;
during
the
last
seven
or
eight
years
i
*
|
cans
ma
,
oursi
an
rounu
me
snup.
,
built according to best engineering the highway, it is possible for the
them to repel germs of grip, influ
enza. fevers and other ailments;
|Hence the boys in the line companies j
skin ten years ago are wrecks today, commission to require pneumatic tires that the administrative machinery ; s u m m e r '
relieves catarrh and rheumatism.
ade- i “We ha(* ,ots of snow along the Al- j were prone to swallow' their Adam’s 1 It has given satisfaction to three
and many millions have been hopeless to be used instead. In other words, which was quite proper and
in 1913 does not fit the case in ! Ia£ash the past winter, an average o f ! apples and to use strange oaths when-i
generations. Get it today, and for
ly lost under the wheels of this gigan- j we have reached the point in the quate
m m
-----11
■
a laxative take Hood’s Pills.
1921, when the State is expending j three a,u* a half feet everywhere. The
tic traffic.
t
great general principle that traffic three or four times as much money i
Party dowrn the Allegash last fall
“ So great has been the demand over the highway must be kept in
as it was in the early days, and was the famous baseball party, whom Mn»riiiii[i»»iiirriii!'»ii»iifiiiiiiiiiin»»tutmiiTmmrirTTmfTnfiiiiimiiiiTnmTiinTinnnimiiiH'iHiniii»iimimmnimmmimnmnnB«mmtnv^
been so easy to vote bond issues leash, must be held within reason
when the problem has become so In I know well, made up of some of the
for Improved highways and it has able bounds, and that the basis upon
tricate and complicated as it now Red Sox, Brooklvns and Giants. I was
without limit that the officials
in which this shall be done shall be the |appears.
! pretty lonesome after they left. 11
An Old Family
Compounded of penetrating oils and
many states have quite completely durability of the highway, under this
think it was the last of October. They !
Doctor's
Favorite healing gums, a natural remedy that
“
Another
great
step
in
advance
has
j
lost their heads, and the people have traffic.
!
goes straight to the sore spot.
Prescription
been the placing under this same an- j had good luck on deer.
likewise lost their, grip upon the
The State having assumed the
thority
(the
Highway
Commission)
of;
Capino is a full blooded Indian but !
situation. And it has been apparent j great task of re-constructing its
BALLARD’S GOLDEN OIL
the enforcement of all laws concern-: we^ educated and very much of a,
for some time to students of this thousands of miles of highway
for
is one of the most effective remedies
ing all vehicles and the rules of the gentleman. His association with peo
known. No drugs or alcohol—safe for
l z and|thru
z i t
e that thes
» 0w says
M fln lr m a p W on the zreins
,tgh leg)slature
d , road. This has been done because it ple of culture and travel on long trips i
children. Always keep a bottle ready
■nMe legislation along eate and san e'
be reaaonably used tha( they ; is necessary and good business to into the forest has broadened him and
for sudden attacks. Sold everywhere.
j have the use of the highway under he has the bearing of a traveled man. mmmtmmnmimi iiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiinimiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiuiMiimiiutmuiuiimiumitmitiimiimuimmimmmmmiimimiiiiimimmmminmmimmm
! the control of the same department1
t0 th„ time our state
englnSha"
"°n
^
abU8ed'
T
the
hiKh'
°
,
,
way shall be preserved, and that
e o n have been constantly planning 1tramc must meet the „necessary con- whioh builds and maintains the high- j
and building roads with one Idea in ditions to accomplish this object. In way, so that there can be no divi- j
mind, namely, that they must take other words, that limits are estab sion of responsibility as has been the !
care of the traffic over them no lished to thq rights of traffic. It case in the past when the enforce- j
matter what that traffic might be. shall not continue to go unbridled ment of many of these laws was in j
And thus as the size and weight and and truck builders and truck users the hands of the Secretary of State,
number of heavy motor trucks was shall not be permitted to place upon or of the Attorney General, or of the '
AVOID THE PITFALLS
showing a great increase and prov our highways vehicles of any size
OF SPECULATION
ing too great a burden for certain or weight or going at any rate of
types of construction, the engineers speed or with any special equip-'
by building your financial foundation
on solid rock.
have said, “W e must build deeper ment as they may desire, but the
and wider and heavier to take care excessive construction costs and ex
Prudence sanctions an account with
you don’t feel well, run dow n, out o f «orts And de
o f this motor truck traffic.” For it cessive maintenance costs w h ich , IF pressed,
the
Houlton Savings Bank for safety
weak, dizzy, Hrht* in back, side, chest, or
m uscles: i f you lack life to enjoy a hearty laugh;
is In tbe motor truck traffic that the that program would entail shall be j stomach
and a fair yield.
weak, breath offensive* circulation feeble,
cold, clammy hand- or fe e t; have rheumatism, heart
“ My head itched unbearably and my
chief damage to our roads lie, they prevented and the peoples’ pocket-! trouble
Dividends at the rate of 4% Per
or grippy colds
hair was coming out by the handful.
being recognised as by all odds the book protected by proper, fair and
A few applicationsofWildroot loosened
Annum have been paid for the
W ou ldn 't Y ou L ik e to Feel
and removed quantities of dandruff—
most destructive element with which reasonable control of highway traf-.
ten years.
*
the itching stopped. Today it is thicker
R eal G ood A gain?
and more Deautiful than ever.”
we have to contend.
fic. This must not be construed as
Tohareprrf-ft r*«t, gooddlgritlont Easy mind, food
■eaory for name* andplaml Havevitaand>lfor with
“Plm surf traffic confines itself to meaning to destroy or hamper freight
Wildroot Liquid Shampoo or Wildroot
■fetllngthat purr, rich bloodwai aupplylngthr rntlre
Shampoo Soap, used fa connection with
Dividends at the rate ot 4% per annum
*7*t«mwithnalurr'aownh«alth-prodo«iagvltalllfl
cars of comparatively light weight transportation over the road, but to
Wildroot Hair Tonic, will hasten the
treatment.
Wo
will
ahlp
by
mail
In
a
safely
aecured
package,
a
and always equipped with pneumatic keep it within proper bounds and by 1 supply o f our special Oxicn Remedies. with Ail) liter
have been paid for the past nine years
and directions, containing one regular i^-cent
tinss, whereas trucks with their load so doing, to in the end, reasonably j ature
Oxion I'orous 1'laster, also a personal package o f Oxlen
Pill*, together with a *'ree Sample Box o f our Famou*
may weigh eight or ten tunes as encourage this form of transportation, i Oaten
Tonic Tablet*.
much as the average pleasure vehi and at the same time prevent it from f
THE GUARANTEED HAIR TONIC
B e G la d Y o u A re liv in g ;
cle, and the heavier types are all 1becoming an unfair competitor of our j Send name and addreu, with 10 cent* direr, and wo
For sale here under a
will gladly forward you tbi* full Sample Oxlen Remedy
•quipped with solid, non-resiliant existing railroad system. There are j Treatment,
money-back guarantee
without a cent of another coit.
tlree, which, by the way, as has been
great economic questions involved in j
O. F. FRENCH & SON
T H E G IA N T O X I E C O M P A N Y ,
demonstrated, deliver an impact the solution of this problem, and wise j 15 W illo w S t.,
Augusta, M a in e.
The Busy Drug Store
blow to the road four times as great
is the legislature which undertakes ! :
a s that 4sitveiaed by pneumatic tires. to solve such a problem in the spir-!
A id it is apparently the purpose of it of fairness and in the interests j
t b i truck builders to keep on in- of all concerned.
:
n sselsg tbe size and weight o f these
“Governor Baxter in signing the
vehleisa, wholly with a view to adnew motor vehicle law, placed his I
vantage to the industry using the
trunk, and without regard to its ef,.fe e t upon the highway. Therefore,
It Is apparent that unless a change
is made in the engineers’ theory the
question merely becomes a race be
tween the builders of heavy trucks
on tha one hand and the creating of
hoarier and more costly roads on

FORWARD

SPRING DEBILITY

For Throat and Lung Trouble

x s z z iz z i

D andruff
was killing
m y h air

Is Good Health Worth
10 Cents To You?

W lt P R O O T

Ho'tfcroN Savings B^nk
^ H ^ U t L O N , I4A IH E ’’

Maine’s Great Sunday Newspaper

fln r fla n b

the other.
A s soon as one grasps this idea, It
Is so evident that such a competitive
race between roads and traffic is
financial suicide, that the obvious |
question is : “ Then why not limit the
weight of the truck?” And this pro
gram has already begun to appeal
to some authorities in other parts of
the country. For instance, State En
gineer H irst of Wisconsin stated at
a meeting in Washington last De
cember that something must be done
about lim iting the load, and he went
on to say “It would seem that It

----------------------to be made available f o r ------------------- —

Aroostook C ounty R eaders
W ith complete news service on the day o f its issue
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as c a r r ie d b y n o o t h e r p a p e r in a ll th e s e
d e p a r tm e n ts , a s w e ll a s in m a k in g m o r e

The Houlton Ice & C o a l C o.
have started their Ice teams
and will make deliveries to
any part o f the town.
O ffice Hamilton - Burnham
Block. Tel. 8 6 -M or 1 0 4-1 2

Alton C. Titcomb
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Our Own State and
Its People

Joseph P. Fur Furo, at th e S n e ll H o u s e , D istrib u tio n A g e n t
Lloyd Fields, is D istrib u tio n A g e n t f o r Isla n d F a lls
M ark M cDonald, is D istrib u tio n A g e n t f o r S m y rn a M ills
Kenneth Arm strong u D istrib u tio n A g e n t f o r O a k fie ld

f o r H o u lto n
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pan-Germanist, these men are left by j
CLASSIFIED ADS
C L A S S IF IE D ADS
the German downfall with no outlook >----OPENS ENGAGEMENT
Sale—
Dry
mill
wood,
truck
save business. The loss or gain of j P ° f *
Buy Alarm Clocks at Osgood’s and
delivery, Drew-Gerow Co., Tel. 328-42
save money.
money means little to them, as it is
AT
TEMPLE
THEATRE
or 328-23.
4ig p
TO CONFUSION OF MOTHERS
all paper with changing value. They
The old time favorites, the YoungMedical authorities are commenc
plunge all the more eagerly into busi Coupons for typewriter ribbons may Why pay big prices for Diamonds
while Osgood is in business. See
ing to recognize the danger ot the Adams Company, returned to Houl
be exchanged at the TIMES office him.
ness as something at once concrete
lor
any
machine.
ton
Monday
for
a
short
engagement,
flood of literature which has come
and, they feel obscurely, of service
Into the market on the subject of and met with a flattering reception
to their country. Naturally they de Chester pigs for sale, one lot 4 weeks For Sale— One pair farm horses
weighing 2500 lbs. Tel. 347-31. L.
the care of babies. The danger is in the way of a crowded house.
old and 6 months shoats. Cecil
test French invasion but won’t allow
tf
Mr. Young appeared before the especially the foreign newspaper man,
McGinley, 409-5.
220p P. Berry.
not In the information contained in
work to be stopped unless conditions
who
is
the
target;
of
all
propaganda—
curtain
to
pay
his
respects
to
his
old
the many volumes but in the variable
become intolerable.
A Valued Subscriber says “ Every time Osgood’s Hand Made Wedding Rings
ways In which beneficial results are time friends and spoke of his fond to get the truth from the Germans,
that I have used these columns for
are 14 Kt. Solid Gold and Seamless.
The
position
of
the
technicians
and
who
invariably
begin
by
saying
French
ness for Houlton where he has visited
sslling articles, they have been sue
obtained.
pressure is destined to fling Germany professional men is more complex. cessful.” Try them.
Farmers should keep their accounts
One of the best informed authori-1 for many seasons.
One always hears, and their repre
from day to day and use the account
into
the
welter
of
Bolshevism.
But
His
company
is
well
balanced,
his
ties on the subject in New York
sentatives say, that they will decline Subscriptions for any Magazine or books sold at the TIMES office.
City told of being called in to attend plays well selected and he and his carefully checked inquiries seem to
Newspaper may be left at the
to work under the invader. General
a baby that had contracted a severe wife are always sure of a welcome justify the following conclusions:
TIMES Office, where the lowest price Wanted— To rent a small house, or a
Speaking generally, there are four ly younger than the first and second cun be obtained.
few unfurnished rooms for light
cold. In attempting to get the his* here.
housekeeping. Inquire at TIMES office.
classes
in the Ruhr: (1) The heads of classes they mostly fought in the war
Tuesday
night’s
play
is
to
be
“
St.
tory of the exposure he got this
Lost—A
Beaver
kid
glove
between
tf
answer from
the anxious young Elmo’’ and Wednesday evening “ The the big trusts, men of the type of and are intensely Francophobe. The
Columbia St. and down town. Find
departure
of
any
considerable
propor
Lost Trail,” with some most excellent Stinnes and Thyssen; (2) minor indus
er will confer a favor by leaving at W ill the person who borrowed my
m other:
120p
trial proprietors, mostly members of tion of this class would leave the TIMES office.
lawn mower at the cemetery kindly
"M y own mother gave me one book and refined vaudville between acts.
French
rather
in
the
position
of
the
return it at once. I want to use it.
the
trusts;
(3)
professional
men,
and my mother-in-law another and
Wanted—Salesman for Houlton and Samuel Bubar.
120
technicians and superior employes; Italian workmen when they seized the
vicinity. Commission contract only
both of them insisted upon the im
t.
factories
last
year.
The
machine
for
spare
time
or
full
time.
We
will
(4) the workers, skilled and unskilled.
portance of fresh air for the baby
Lost from automobile last week, a
The reception for new members
woud stop through lack of the guiding teach you to sell income protection
knee and arm boot for trotting
while he was being bathed. • One
First Class Hostile
through
our
free
school
of
instruction
gained in the membership contest will
brain. For it is hardly likely that
horse. Will finder please return to
said to over heat the room and open
The
first
class
on
the
whole
is
ard
help
you
build
a
business
of
your
be held in the vestry of the Cong’l
120
foreigners, however well meaning, own. Massachusetts Bonding and C. W. Starkey.
the windows. The other one said
church on Friday evening, May 20. bitterly hostile to the idea of occupa could replace them despite the hopes Insurance Company, Accident and
Lost -—A platinum bar pin Thursday
to open the windows and then permit
All old members are urged to attend tion. It is now known that when the and boasts of the French to that Health Dept., Saginaw, Michigan.
evening between the Square and
the room to come back to normal
allies
first
advanced
to
Dusseldorf
Capital $1,500,000.
220 Columbia St. Finder please return to
this reception. A good program will
effect.
temperature. I do wish somebody
this office and receive reward.
120
be given, light refreshments served, and Duisburg, the German industrial
But these people have homes in the
CARD OF THANKS
would write a book about what not
and a general good social time is leaders held a meeting in Berlin Ruhr and families. Also, for the most
We
wish
to
express
our
thanks
to
Typewriter Ribbons for all Machines
to do instead of so many things to
where it was proposed to cause labor
expected.
as well as Carbon Paper made by
part, they lack financial reserves. To our neighbors and friends for the
trouble
here
by
declaring
a
general
do.
many kindnesses during the sickness Webster—There’s none better. Cail
The regular meeting of the union
expect
them
to
give
up
everything
to
Charlie Chapin, the most famous
Will be held as usual Thursday after lookout. The project fell through for embarrass the French, who quite possi anc death of our loved one, also for or send to TIMES Office.
the many beautiful flowers.
screen comedian probaby never heard
noon. All members are urged to at reasons to be shown later but leaves bly may treat them with considera
Mrs. H. H. Drew
For Sale— One Watson Db Action
th is, hut he has answered it in an
tend to help arrange for Friday no doubt of the sentiments those who tion, is asking a great deal. And
Mr. & Mrs. Basil Drew
Power Sprayer, one Iron Age Culti
entirely unexpected way by a series
advocated
it.
On
the
other
hand,
vator, one Hoover Potato Digger, all
Mr. & Mrs. W. B. Randall
evening.
there
is
not
only
the
factor
of
human
o f the most comical scenes he ever
there is said to be feeling among
Chas. F. Drew
in good conditions at a bargain. Tel.
nature, but as more than one man of
Lester H. Drew
329-3.
320p
put into a picture in the things he
these
men
that
the
sharp
fall
in
the
The forty-first anual convention of
this class has said, they, too, feel
does in raising his foster on in “ The
mark—over
25
per
cent,
in
the
past
For Sale— A limited amount of heavy
the Aroostook County Women’s Chris
that in the present state of affairs in
K id,” First National’s six reels of joy,
canvass, width 13 ft., any length
tian Temperance Union will be held month—is likely to cause strikes for Germany no better service can be
LAWS TO BE ENFORCED
desired. Excellent for wagon cover
which will he the attraction at the
In the Baptist church at Mapleton, higher wages to meet the equivalent rendered the country than by sticking
Again the public is notified ings or bankings purposes. H. F.
Dream Theatre, beginning May 19.
Wednesday and Thursday, June 1st rise in commodity prices and that it is to work instead of contributing to a
220
that every and all laws regard Lunt, phone 59-2.
Every single one of the things he
and 2nd, beginning Wednesday at 2 preferable to let the allies bear the disturbance whose end none may foredoes are apparently demanded by the
ing; automobiles and driving, Amateur developing and finishing of
p. m. Mrs. Althea G. Quimby, State brunt of this. It is therefore argued see.
quality. Send for saihple photo and
two week old foundling he has' taken
that
Stinnes
would
be
in
favor
of
occu
both state laws and town ordi price list, get ready for summer. E.
President of the Maine W. C. T. U.
All the Workers Ask for
for his won, and every one of them
pation,
at
least
for
a
time,
which
will be present during the convention
nances, will be strictly enforced Alton Bicknell, Rm. 402, 39 Exchange.
could he compiled In a list by any
St., Portland, Me.
The workers ask little more than
and give an address Thursday even seems unlikely in view of the bitter
young mother under a general head
trade war for the control of the food—if possible, rather better food— without favoritism or partiality
ing.
Girls Wanted for Clothes Pin Factory
ing of “DON’T .” Charlie follows the
Franco-German coal and steel trade clothing and shelter. They are anti beginning Monday, May 2. This
at Davidson. Good wages and steady
...It la hpped that a full delegation
r h n w iW t course dicated by improper
which is going on in the background militarist almost f ) a man, and Com includes the driving of an auto work. Inquire at office of Summit
from each Union in the county will
“ motherhood” and “The K id,’ is
of the national struggle.
munism was not only brutally kicked mobile with only one light, stop Lumber Company, Houlton or write
attend.
to above Company at Davidson.
tf
developed in spite of the care the
The second class has an important out of them by the Reichswehr repres
ping
on
the
wrong
side
of
the
M y guts rather than because of it.
bearing on the situation. Mostly com sion of last year, but discredited as
Found—That the Bridgewater Drug
STATE TAXES ARE
Co. of Bridgewater, Maine, sells the
posed of men who have risen from in France by failure to fulfil promises street, speeding etc., also that
National Income System Books. Saves
; - MATERIALLY REDUCED small things to great on the flood of and its success in dismembering a all wagons must carry a light time, worry and trouble over income
The 10 b estsellin g novels in Ma^oh
chief accomplishment of the German industrial expansion, its mem formerly strong, solid party by hair after dark.
taxes. Get your copy today.
219
— the A g u e s tor April are not yet In. 80th Legislature was the large reduc bers have a strong natural attachment splitting over points of doctrine. Un tf
Chief of Police. Wanted— A young lady stenographer
hut they would hot largely change the tion ih the State taxes. The figures to the works they have seen upgrow doubtedly the fall in the mark would
and ass’t. bookkeeper. Only those
circumstances produce
list— are thus inalcated in the reports show that the State tax for the calen as children of their own efforts. It in normal
competant need apply. Applicants
for position should see Mr. H. W.
made to “Books of the Month” by dar year 1921 is 56 per cent of the was they who refused to follow the agitation for higher wages, but if the
Richards in person. G. W. Richards
booksellers in 71 American cities, an State tax for the year 1920. The overlords who have equally greater French bring in more food things
& Co.
120
interests
elsewhere
and
declare
the
would
adjust
themselves
automatical
o f which are on the shelves ot the total state tax levied against the
Bank Book No. 17189 issued by the
TIM ES lending library:
cities and towns in 1920 is $4,139,093.- lockout two months ago. Formerly ly.
Houlton Savings Bank is reported
“ Main Street,” by Sinclair Lew js. 55, whereas the total state tax levied
lost, and this notice is given, as re
Haroonrt.
agf}nst the same cities and towns for
quired by law, that a duplicate book
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“The M ysterious Rider,” by Z&ne the 12 months of 1921 is $2,093,672.47.
I
may be issued. L. O. Ludwig, Treas.
F COD LIVER O IL .M A L T . ETC.
May 11, 1921.
320
Grey. Harper A Bros.
This ehows a saving of $2,045,421.08.
“The Mountebank,” by W illiam J. The saving in theState tax to each
World’s Greatest Layers—275 to 283After ilness during the getting
Locke. Lane.
of the sixteencountiesis as follows:
egg record, 4 generations back; $25
well stage take RE-NU-YU. It
cock heads my flock of equal quality,
“8ietere-ln-Law,” by Gertrude Ather Androscoggin
$194,006.15
pure Barron Wyandottes, average
builds new strength.
Sold by
ton. 8tokes.
ArOostOok
144,304.29
profit last year $8, high fertility, free
“ The Age of Innocence,” by Edith Cumberland
481,431.03
farm range, hatching eggs 9c each to
WEST END DRUG STORE
W harton. Appleton.
Franklin
44,627.59
introduce. E. Ingalls, Wiscasset, Me.;
breeders for sale $12 and $9.
120p
“ The Brimming Cup.” by Dorothy HAncock
83,115.05
Call either
Canfield. Harcourt.
Kennebec
167,828.53
C. S. Osgood the Jeweler, has
store by
"P otterism ,” by Rose Macaulay. Knox
64,268.88
purchased the Frank Blethen Store
Boot * tdverlght.
Lncoln
37,986.65
Phone for
in Union Sq., Houlton, Maine, and will
I can sell you a 6,000 mile guaranteed
“Jacob’s Ladder,” by E. Phillips Op- Oxford
84,872.92
continue to conduct both stores so as
Correct
tire cheaper than you can buy else
penbolm. L ittle, Brown A Co.
Penobscot
235,978.00
to better serve the Public.
Time
where and I will also guarantee to re
“ Moon-Calf,” by Floyd Dell. Knopf. Plsc&taquis
39,124.75
I have secured the Blethen Stock
pair all cuts and bruises from ordinary
'T h e Valley of Silent Men,” by Sagadahoc
3,459.39
at greatly reduced prices and will
use on tires purchased from me be
Jamea Oliver Curwood. Cosmopolitan. Somerset
88,706.73
offer it at from 25 per cent, to 50 per
tween May 16 and June 1 free of
46,335.42
Eight of the 10 novels on the list are W aldo
cent, discount while it lasts.
charge for the balance of the season.
67,624.05
American books.
Only one, “The Washington
The two stocks will be merged so
Can you afford to pass this offer up?
201,751.65
Brimming Cup,” Is by a New England York :
that a good showing of each can be
Vulcanizing a Specialty. Baby Car
w riter. A ll of the 10 are of such
seen at either the Market Sq., or
riage wheels i^e-tired. A few second
$2,045,421.08
ve&mit publication that not one of
Union
Sq, Store.
hand tires.
iiid be remembered that in the
th e b la on the list of this best sellers
The Osgood and Blethen Jewelry
above given is included the
fo r 1H 0. Grey, Oppenheim and Cur
Stocks together make the largest
wood 1rere represented on the 1990 (m e-i^l Bonus Tax to pay the War
stock of such Merchandise under one
Bohui Blonds authorized by referen
list, however.
ownership in the County.
dum of the people of the State. This
Competent Workmen will be in
War Bonus item is not a regular
charge
at the Union Sq. stores as well
charge against the government ex
Christian Science, church, corner
as at the Little Store with the Big
penses and if this Is deducted from
M ilitary and High streets.
R e a r T h om a s B a rb er S h op
J . W . S k e h a n , P r o p ’r
Stock, and we will be better able to
'u& tax given above it will be seen
Sunday morning service at 11
attend to the Repairing of Watches
that an even greater saving has been
A y A M W W W V V V W W V W V M M M A M W V V V V V W V W V W W V W M i1
o ’clock.
and Jewelry and Special Order work.
made in the items that are properly
Subject for May 22nd: Soul and
Watch this space for further an
chargeable against the usual expenses
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Body.
1
nouncements.
of Government This item alone would
Sunday school at 11 o’clock.
qi^ount ’to an additional saving of
W ednesday
evening Testimonial
|637,000 per year and this would make
mooting at 7.30.
a total saving $2,682,421.08.

DANGER LURKS IN TOO
MANY BOOKS ON BABIES

YOUNG-ADAMS COMPANY

w. c.

The correct date of Dangerous
Dan McGrew appearance here
under auspices of Chester
Briggs Post American Legion
is Friday evening, May 20th.
The date in full page ad is a
typographical error.

u.

■ S T SELLING fc>VELS

RENUYll
AN EMULSION

n n ou n cem en t

np •

1 ire

R e d u c tio n

CHURCH NOTICE

LOOKED LIKE HE’D
HAVE TO GIVE UP

Houlton

“ 1 have told a number of my friends
personally of the good Tanlac has
done my wife and myself, and now 1
want to make this public statement
for what it may be worth to others,”
Mid Blvln Brackett of 29 Knight St.,
Auburn, Maine.
“ 1 was always as tough as a knot
until last spring, when, after a hard
winter in the woods, my health went
all to pieces. My appetite was so poor
and my digestion so bad I could hard
ly eat anything and what I ate did me
very little good. I had frequent spells
o f dizziness, with blinding headaches,
and was so nervous I could never get
any sound sleep. I just felt weak and
bad all over and it looked like I would
have to quit work.
“Well, my wife had become almost
a wreck from nervousness and in
digestion. Tanlac built her up until
fib# was just like a different woman,
and when 1 saw what it had done for
her I started on it myself.
“W en, sir, the very first bottle betp« 4 me, and now every one of my
tronhlea are gone. I eat like a wolf,
digest everything perfectly and bave
gained several pounds in y re ig h t.1
m b free from dlsslness, headaches and
nervousness and sleep like a log. I
did mere hard work last' e&mnmr tbin
o v e r M o r e In my life add felt4ett|r.
After what Tanlac has done for me I
«aa*t help praising it.”
I M m Is told in Houlton at Mnnro’s
W e e T * d Drug Store; Bridgewater.
Bridgewater Drag Co.; Oakfleld. L. A.
M g d a ; l e d t a r , O. A. S tem s*.
A ehland, W. C. Bowley.

C. S. Osgood

TROUBLE IN RUHR UNLIKELY

'If the French are tactful the
probabilities are the Ruhr will con
M ain# Man W a t On Verge Of Break tinue to work peaceably under the
new occupation, should it occur. It is
down But Tanlac Restores Him
extremely difficult for the foreigner—
To Health

Steam Vulcanizing Co.

J e w e l e r
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At the w indow s of the W alk-O ver
store wom en are view ing the delight
ful new W alk-O vers. It is interesting
to see these new s:yies because they
are derived from what is new in the
fashion cen ters of the world.

DRESSINESS

M e m o r i al

ATURALLY turns our thoughts to the cemetary and the decoration of its
graves. Have you made arrangements to mark your lot with an appropriate
Monument,
Just now we are presenting ijn larger varieties than ever before
Monuments all ready to be lettered and t}et in cemetary before Memorial
Day, and at right prices,
You are invited to call and examine this exhibit
and in view of the fact that Memorial Day is not far distant we suggest
your early inspection.
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Day

“

Houlton M arble W orks

<:

W . H . W a tts , P r o p ’r

■

B a n g o r S tre e t

Not all women prefer sport shoes.
Here is dressiness with details that
suggest the practicability of street
wear. A double strap with quaint
pump effect giving pretty shape to the
ankles without the sacrifice of com
fort. See them.

W a lk -O v e r
Palmer s Shoe Store
Houlton, Maine
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The correct date of Dangerous
Dan McCidw appearance here
under auspices of Chester
Briggs Post American Legion
is Friday evening, May 20th,
Miss Hazel. Berry of Island Falls The date in full page ad is a
Subscribers should bear in
spent several days last week with her typographical error.
mind that all subscriptions are
aunt, Mrs. Irving Lovely.
. payable in advance and the paMrs. Geo. McNair was called to
psr will be discontinued at ex Millinocket Saturday by the illness of MAPLE SPRING WATER
piration. Notice o f such expira her daughter, Mrs. F. A. Cates.
FOR HOULTON PEOPLE
tio n will be sent out the First of
J. Dal Luther went to Mars Hill
A. O. Nutter, the present owner of
Monday where he will coach a pro Maple Spring at Mars Hill, will send
oaeh month.

PAGE FIVE

“ SHELL SHOCK A
LA MADEMOISELLE”

OF LOCAL INTEREST

It is an honor to have these boys
visit us. They are gentlemen all, and
they are also five of the classiest pinpickers in New Brunwick. We hope
that they have a royal good time.
Local
bowling
enthusiasts,
even
thougli not members of the Dux club
will be welcome to see the contests,
provided there is room. All those
who sa generously contributed to help
defray the expenses of the team which
went to Fredericton are especially
reques ted to come and see the games.
An interesting match was rolled on
the Dux alleys last Friday night in
preparation for the advent of the
Fredericton boys. Five of the boys
who went to the tournament, McIntyre,
Dunphy, Stone, Moir and “ Pa” Lunt,
rolled five Dux and beat them un
mercifully. Every man of the victors
had better than a 90 average for the
five games, Stoney leading with 96.
For the vanquished, Doc Bridgham
was the only one to get into the select
circle, although Nason only lacked
one pin. White and Rogers also show
ed repeated “ flashes.” The only man
who acted as though senility had the

“ Shell Shock a la Mademoiselle,”
the humorous recital of various events
ou the border and overseas by
Dangerous Dan McGrew, who appears
in' Houlton Friday, May 20, of the
One Pounder fame, is given by an
entertainer of experience and adaptab
ility.
While located in New York City,
where
he
was
contributing
to
duction for the American Legion.
a Truck load of water to Houlton on
magazines,
lecturing,
and
appearing
Commencing Saturday, May
John Barnes, a student at Colby, Wednesday of this week for the
7 th , the TIMES office will close is at home for a short time putting in benefit of his customers in town, and as an after dinner speaker, he once
a t noon every Saturday until a crop at the Barnes farm on Bangor those desiring this water may leave accepted an offer to “ cover” Billy
their orders at the TIMES office.
Sunday’s, meetings with “ special
$ ep L 3. Those having business road.
There are already many customers
Mrs.
Cassie
Arbuckle
of
Canterbury,
articles.”
The two men resemble one
-with the TIMES Publishing Co.
in Houlton and those who are receiv
N. B. is spending a f jw days with her
another in height and general appear
-should bear this in mind.
niece, Mrs. Harry sawyer on River ing it regularly may exchange their
empties for full ones by giving notice ance at a distance: and after one
street.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Mishou a re en
by telephone to 210, when their wants meeting, when emerging from the
Miss Annie Magill returned home
jo y in g the fishing at Eagle Lake for a
as well as those who desire to use tabernacle, the disappointed crowd
Monday from Boston, where she at
this water will be looked after.
that had been unable to gain admit
tended a convention of American Red
j . p . Darling, Supt. of the B. & A .,
tance mistook him for the great
Cross workers.
, ana resumed his work after a two
ISLAND FALLS WINS
Dr. F. W. Mitchell, F. P. Clark and
evangelist. They clamoured for a
-months vacation.
FROM R. C. I. FRIDAY
G. S. Gentle arrived home Friday
sermon. The humor of he situation
James Gillen of E. A . Gillen & Co.
evening from a weeks' Ashing trip at
The R. C. I. ball team made their
struck Dan, and instead of telling
suffered an 111 turn on Saturday, but
Debsconeag Lake.
debut for the season of ’21 at the
them the truth, he promptly jumped
Is improving daily.
Remi Daigle of Madawaska has been Park last Friday afternoon and met upon a box which was procured for
M r. and M rs. A . M. Stackpole of
appointed by Gov. Baxter as County defeat at the hands of the Island Falls him, and delivered a sermon on clean
Bridgewater were in town by auto
Commissioner in the place of the late High School players.
living that held the audience for over
. Friday doing business.
The score while quite a large one
Patrick Therriault.
an hour.
M r. and M rs. Simon Friedman have
Mrs. Harry Sowers returned Fri in no way describes the game, as
After it was over with, he found
. returned from a four weeks visit with
day from Holden, Me. after a stay of there was plenty of action all through that his most interested listener had
her parents in Boston.
two weeks with her husband who is the game with many brilliant plays.
been Mr. Sunday himself. With a
Albert K . Stetson, editor of the putting in a crop on his farm.
Island Falls as usual has a snappy
twinkle in his eye, Mr. Sunday said,
Pioneer, was in Bangor Thursday of
playing team and they have been in
Geo. W. Fiske was called to Boston
“ Young man, I could not have done it
. last week on business.
several games this season ,so Ricker
Monday by a telegram announcing
better. But really, this is astounding.
Dr. and M rs. Fred O. Orcutt and
feels that under the circumstances
the critical illness of his brother. Mr.
It can’t be that I have really convert
fam ily lett last week for Portage
she made a most creditable showing.
ed you?” Whereupon McGrew, drip
Fiske expects to be away about 10
where they will enjoy the fishing.
The game was attended by a fair
ping with perspiration after his
days.
Do not forget the supper at W atson
sized crowd.
efforts, grinned whimsically, “ No, Mr.
Harry
Whited
was
one
of
the
H all on Friday night for the benefit
Sunday—not exactly. I’m not religi
fortunate fishermen last week within
■of the starving children of China.
A DELIGHTFUL RECITAL
ous; but I’m not unreligious, either;
four
miles
of
town.
He
caught
his
The town la building a fence on the
Last Wednesday evening a most and by George when I was halfway
M ilitary street side of the school yard quota of trout, the weight of same
interesting
and delightful recital took through that sermon, doggoned if I
averaging
%
lb.
which w ill be concrete posts with a
place
in
the
H. H. S. Auditorium didn’t nearly convert m yself!”
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Geo.
Q.
Nickerson
left
• chain top.
Be sure and hear this speaker next
when
the
pupils
of Miss Eva McGinley
M rs. Jack Lakin returned to her Monday evening for Boston where
Friday
night.
rendered
a
program
of
violin
select
home la Portland Monday. Her daug they will spend some time, and on
ions.
hter will remain with
her grand- their return will drive back in their
M r John Houghton and Miss WIND UP OF BOWLING
parents, Hon. and M rs. R . W . Shaw. new Moon coupe.
Arthur Putnam of the Putnam Hdw. Christine Murray assisted in their
fftan Berry caught the forefinger
AT MEDUXNEKEAG CLUB
.•Of his left hand in a piece of machin Co. was unfortunate one day last usual pleasing manner with fine vocal
The
bowling season of 1920-21 at
•wry last week and was obliged to have week by making a misstep which re solos
the
Meduxnekeag
Club will be brought
Miss McGinley has every reason to
sulted in an injured thigh, necessitat
It amputated.
to
a
fitting
climax
on Tuesday, May
feel gratified by the success of the
Percy Rowe of Island Falls has ing a few days rest in bed.
24th, when Sandy Staples’ champions
affair,
as
her
young
pupils
acquitted
Mrs. Geo. Cressy and two children
* accepted a position with the Cochrane
of 1920 will roll a three string match
Drug Co. and commenced his work who have been in Bangor visiting themselves in a most creditable
in the afternoon against the team
relatives, returned by auto Sunday manner, and the parents of the young
Monday morning.
which
represented Houlton in the big
M iss Marlon Bamford of Houlton, with her sister Mrs. A. J. Spinney and performers are likewise pleased with
tournament at Fredericton last month,
the
aptitude
shown.
who is attending the Leland Powers her husband, he returning Monday.
and in the evening a Dux team will
Following is the program:
Today (Wednesday) the Youngschool, Boston, is visiting with Mrs.
roll
the boys from the capitol city.
Adams Company play their closing 1. Little Ruby March Julius Lenzberg
Ralph Auber of Claremont, N . H .
The visitors plan on coming Monday
Frederick
Patterson,
Philip
Lyons,
M r. and M rs. B. S. Green of Hlgh- performance “ The Lost Trail.” Seats
Erwin Adams, Lewis Bither, W ill evening, fifteen strong, including the
. land Ave. are receiving ' congratula on sale at the Box office at 10 a. m.
ard Putnam, William Meagher.
five bowlers, the Devon quartette, ex
tion s on the birth of a daughter at If you can’t get in call 379-W and 2. Song Without Words
A May Morning
Jasper Graham mayor Farrell and a few loyal en
have your seats reserved.
the Aroostook Hospital on Friday.
thusiasts, and spending the Queen’s
Ellis
Anderson,
Robert
Shean.
Tuesday, May 17th, is the 19th
One hundred and forty-five families!
Th. Herrmann Birthday in our midst and leaving for
3. Petite Berceuse
w ere served by the Red Cross dur anniversary of the big fire, which in
Chavala Porter
home on Wednesday morning.
ing the month o f A p ril These were a ll a few hours laid in ashes many busi 4. Last Night the Nightingale Woke Me
Halfdan
Kjerulf
ness
blocks,
churches
and
residences
e»serv iee men with the exception o f
Miss Christina Murray
M civilian fam ilies.
and proved to be be the most destrucA Slow Waltz
Elizabeth Fyffe
U S U I Albert BurleighrD . S.'N avyrftive fire ever experienced by* Houlton.
Gavot
L. Russow
■arrived home Monday -for. ♦ leave, o t , The fifth annual county meet of the
George Gorham, Eugene Atchison,
Hi
Clyde Wise,
Lawrence
Briggs,
^absence with his parents, Mr. and Mrs Aroostook Camp Fire Girls will be
Harold Merrithew, Kenneth Jones,
> Prest on - N . B u rleigl, preious to
held at the First Baptist chnrch, Houl
Henry White
cru ise to European water*.
ton, May 27 and 28- All guardians 6. Melody
RobertPracht
M iss Margaret Hanson, teacher of are asked to write the County Pres.
Ralph Dougherty
s
Morning Prayer
' M esie in the public schools, had the Mrs. Chas. P. Barnes for all further
Gavot
RobertPracht
-mtsflortune of making a mipstep last particulars.
We carry in stock a complete line of
Minnie Doak, Georgia Van Tassel,
'-w eek and received a severe sprain to
The Snell House had a large
Clare Hogan, Leona Lougee, Elsie Athletic goods by the leading manu
her ankle which is n o * in a cast.
patronage Sunday evening for their
facturers both in elastic and leather.
Peabody, Marion Beek
Frank A . Peabody. M . H . Peabody first of the season Lobster Suppers, 8. The Rosary
Ethelbert Nevin
Mr. John Houghton
■Jam es f f Peabody and S. A . Fairbanks which they will continue through the
Athletic supporters
wajegsd s isb ta g trip down the East summer. With a tempting menu and 9. My First Duet
Jock straps
The Swing
Jasper Graham
■ran ch , n a M ig tb s trip by canoes good music these Sunday night
Anklets and kneelets
The Buttercup Field
uand retnratag home Monday night
gatherings will prove to be popular.
See Saw
Elastic and leather wrist bands
Theodore Grant, George Ebbett,
Severn! anto drivers on the State
Mrs. Edith Grant was called to
Base ball goods
Earl Parsons, Allston Conlogue,
Itighway Sunday had an opportunity Canterbury Thursday, on account of
Otis Hanson, Hartley Van Tassel,
Better good and better prices
wf viewing at close hand two ~ hall the serious illness of her brother
Ralph Brown
at
m oggy and (our door, gU seen between Douglas Ritchie, who has been in a 10 A Child’s Evening Pray
Elizabeth
Fyffe
M e # Lim erick and Smyrna Mtali on military hospital in Sussex, N. B. for
Leah McIntyre, Margaret Paul,
th A jsstn traveled r o a d ./;
some months suffering from the
Clarence Carson, Donald Rogerson,
|Mss Bva Hackett, who haa been at effects of gas received during
the
Minnie Doak.
for a week, returned to resume World War.
Obligato—Leona Lougee

Athletic
Goods

upper hands of him was “ the runt.”
We don’t know what would have
happened, had he ever hit the pins,
but he took mighty good care that
this did not occur . He acted like
something that had been discharged
from the Old Ladies Home as incur
able. Perhaps the idea will seep into
his concrete dome after a while that
bowling, like washing'* windows and
kissing Leon Howe, is not a short
person’s game. (Of course there are
conditions under which Leon might
be induced to stoop)
The three boys from the Elks Club
certainly showed up in fine style.
McIntyre had a broken shoulder but
it didn’t bother him much. It was his
right one, too. Chas. and Jim, the two
boys from Dux team swung a nasty
right, also. Fifty years ago they must
have been some Limburgers.
Here’s hoping they show as much
class against Fredericton and that
Sandy Staples and his bunch go home
firmly convinced that we have not
only got some good bowlers in the
town but also some darn good fellows
who know how to give our Canadian
cousins a ripping good time!

R e a d y f o r B u sin e ss in
Our New Store
! 8 a il^ M m 8 8 M 8 M S 8 M M m a —

—

— —

m m

W e have leased the Lane & Pearce Store for our
Meat and Grocery business and are better pre
pared than ever to serve our customers.
W atch
our window for specials each day
Meats, Groceries and Fruit

E. A . Gillin & Co.
Lane & Pearce Store

Market Square

Remember—
That we have purchased the business known as the

Houlton Furniture Exchange
on Bangor Street— and are prepared to supply you
with new and second-hand Furniture of all kinds.
W e buy your old stuff or we will exchange new
for oild.

W atch our windows for bargains— we

have 'em most every day.
Come in and get acquainted------------------

Lane Brothers

Cogan Block
Houlton

_
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OR 28 years Perry has been in the
Jewelry business and during that
time, by strict attention to the varioui
need8 of a growing concern, has caus
ed the name of Perry to become
synonymous with Jewelry.

Munro’s W est End
Drug Store

Henry -Tolhurst
11 March in D
In Now Yorg on,. Thursday,
Get It at Munro’s
Hillis Dunphy, Frederick Patterson,
w as accompanied, as far as Port- HOULTON WOMAN
Joe Gorham, Roy Ervin, Horace
by her m other and sister Beatrice
Ingraham
ATTENDS NOVEL PARTY
W 0I visit relatives in Portland
dor a tim e.
IN CALIFORNIA
■Award Ayotte now em ptofed by
Mrs. E. S. Powers, who returned
Hoepltnl, was tgdariy for
home from a trip to California Sunday
McGrow during thec tima< that
evening, being accompanied by her
Was In service in France, and w ill
husband who met her in Boston with
him during h it stag th town
his car, had a novel experience while
dor the lecture Friday night under the
in Los Angeles.
mnspiosa of the Chester Brlggs Post
A recent issue of the Los Angeles
Am erican Legion.
Sunday Times photogravure section
Clean-up week is being observed
contains photographs of a “ Drop In”
very generally all over town, and
party at an Airplane luncheon at L. C.
It w a s s u c h a s u c c e s s a n d s o
-every place where rubbish and ashes
Brand’s home In that city, to which
s p le n d id ly p a t r o n iz e d th a t w e
h ave collected during the year is be
all the guests attended by airplane.
ing cleaned up. The town teams will
w ill r e p e a t it S u n d a y , M a y
Among them are Mrs. Elisha Powers
collect rubbish from the different
of Houlton, her uncle Willis Hunt
2 2 n d , fr o m 6 to 7 .3 0 p . m .
etreets if in place at the edge of the
who has visited in Houlton, Ruth ;
road on Wednesday morning.
Roland, Mary Miles Minter and ;
Charlie Chaplin is on his way to the
several other prominent people. This
'Tem pi# with “ The Kid.” Whether
Make Reservations
Is not Mrs. Powers first experience
yon have liked Chaplin in the past or
Snell House
Early
in flying as she made a flight in Houl
not yon are going to enjoy him in this
ton during last summer, but it is an
picture. Where could you spend a
experience she will long remember.
m ore pleasant evening than at the
T em ple with a good comfortable seat,
splendid music by the Temple orches
tra Of six pieces and Charlie Chaplin
with his “ Kid” in six reels of laughter
and ton.
Mias Kathleen Goodhue at present
•* senior to Colby College, has ac
cepted a position as teacher of Latin
in the Houlton High School for next M i i i i i m i i i n i i m i n i H i i i n i i i N H m i M u i i n i i i i i M i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i t i i i i i i i i n i i i i i H i i i i i i i i H i i i i u i i i i H i i i i i i ' i i i i H M i f i i m M i f i m M i i i m i m i i i i i i m n i H n i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i m i i n i i i i i i i i M i i i i i t i i i i i i r i i i i i i i i i i i i i m i i i i i i i i i i i i m i i i i i i i i i m M i i t i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i
year. Mias Goodhue is the younger These Stars have built for us a pres J WARREN CARRIGAN in
|ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN in
•daughter of Mr. and M rs. A . F. tige which they willhold for us in the NUMBER 99
MIRACLE OF MANHATTEN
Goodhue of Fort Fairfield. She is a
JUNE
17
MAY
23
future.
m ost industrious, conscientious and
WILLIAM RUSSELL in
capable young woman, And. will more They gained this prestige on our GER ALDINE FARRAR in
A LIVE WIRE HICK
than make good to her responsible screen in past years and although they THE RIDDLE WOMAN
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O ur First Sunday Night

obster Dinner
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| y . D . Perry 11
J e w e l e r and
I Optometrist
| Houlton
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MARY MILES MINTER in
PEGGY REBELS
JUNE 8

When you think Jewelry, watches,
silverware, cut glass or novelties,
think of Perry, you will make no mis
take.
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That is, when our team is caling on
you every day—Handy is n't it? You
don’t have to build up a hot fire to
cook tea—just step to the Phone and
give your order and i t ’s in your house
ina jiffy.

A t the Dream Theatre

The P a n d a Committee for Physi
cal Education Day, 8 . R. Parks, chair
m an, invites cooperation of an ^tfeomoM le owners In lending th e u fe of
their c a n on Physical Education Day
tor transporting the small lower grade
dkOinn who take part to the parade.
M any people have already offered
th eir services hut more yet are need- CHARLIE CHAPLIN to
-ed. Plaaao eommnnlcate with Mr. T H E KID
Pfctfca. Phene M AM or lW -w or M AY 12

Perry's has become headquarters for
a discriminating shopping public, who
expect.aud find a complete line of
staples and novelties bought and
priced to suit the needs of any sized
purse.

i 5
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have from time to time appeared on MAY 25
other screens, in miscellaneous pic EUGENE O’BRIEN n
tures that have been made in between GILDED LIES
their regular long term contracts, we MAY 27
have always held the contracts for J. WARREN CARRIGAN in
their most important productions.
THE JOYOUS LIAR
JUNE 6

s

Many changes have occurred in busi
ness methods during the more than
a quarter of a century he has served
you, necessitating a quickening of the
step to keep in line and up-to-date.

Step in any time and see the large
variety we bake Fresh Every Day

GOLDEN CRUST BREAD

JUNE 22

--------- is our Specialty----------

CONWAY TEARLE in
SOCIETY SNOBS
JUNE 24

Mail orders given
prompt attention

WILLIM COLLIER in
THE SERVANT QUESTION
JULY 1

C a m p b e l l ’s B a k e r y

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN in
THE GIRL FROM NOWHERE
JULY 8

Court Street

We make other good thngs to eat be
sides bread.

H. E. Tingley, Prop’r
Houlton, Maine
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quotas too, have been out to the
“I’m only forty-seven and my wife had served in both of its fighting
Paris after a tour of the central and
branches, a man of genial and force minimum and many communities have PERSHING PRAISES
is willing,” countered Denby.
southern
European states.
already expressed their intention of
WORK OF Y. M. C. A.
So waivers were granted by Wash ful personality, his first utterance
"THE OLD MAN” TO
This
will
necessitate extensive
raising
even
more
than
the
Salvation
brought the Navy, figuratively speak
ington
and
he
was
sworn
in
as
a
Accomplishments
of
the
Young
changes
in
the
field staffs, as well
U. S. SEA FORCES
ing, to “ man the rail with a cheer for Army has asked for.
Men s Christian association in many as a decrease in the personnel of the
private.
It was written in the stars, when
This is the case in some places lands, particularly with the American
The scales showed 254 pounds and the Old Man.”
Paris headquarters to meet this year’s
where
the Army is now operating in overseas forces, were praised by
“
My
mission,”
he
said,
“is
to
main
Edwin Denby was appointed Secretary a height of six feet and a half an inch,
budget allowance, but Mr. Olds ex
ot the Navy in President Harding s but the brawn that had served him tain the navy at the highest peak cramped or unsuitable quarters and General Pershing. He spoke as guest pressed confidence that the new
it is thought quite probable that as a of honor at the annual dinner ol the
programme would be effective.
cabinet, that the 150,000,-odd blue so well in Michigan’s line was little of power, ready for battle at any
impaired. On April 26, 1917, Denby notice.” Them he cleared decks, made result of the appeal this year some j organization’s international committee
The work the Red Cross has been
jackets and marines should, without
with nine others, started for the re two bureau chief appointments, a of the Salvation Army corps will be at New York, the first it has given doing in countries like Rumania,
Quibble, bestow*on him that title of cruit depot at Parris Island, S. C. thoro survey of the fleet and bureau able to take the first steps towards
j since the outbreak of the war. More Serbia and Poland has all been turn
affection among fighting men: “ The First Sergeant Nelson Huron, still on needs, and us on as Congress had securing better places from which to |than 1,00) men and women attended. ed over to local organizations, but
Old Man.” For ever since his fifteen duty at the Detroit office, was offi adjourned was off for the south. A conduct their activities.
I Genera] Pershing said the influence doctors, nurses and welfare workers
The Governors of all the New Eng |for good of the Y. M. C. A. has been will be assigned to all eastern count
th year, when he was a lad in China, cially credited with the capture of dash on a destroyer from Key West
Recruit Denby and Morrison swore in to join the Atlantic Battle Fleet at land states have individually endors-j
Edwin Denby has lived a life pictures
immeasurably great. In developing ries of Europe for child relief, the
the man who will sign his next com Guantanamo for a three day visit ed the Army’s appeal.
President |good citizens both among native born Red Cross directorate believing this
que in color and rich in adventure. mission in the Marine Corps. Before and inspection, back to the tilting
Harding accompanied his endorsement and foreign born, no agency, he said, will be of more permanent value than
The only veteran of the world war in he jeft bejng one 0f Detroit’s big- decks of the destroyer for a look-see with a check for $5,000 and in every
the work hitherto done, which in
surpasses the Y. M. C. A.
the Cabinet, he has swabbed decks gest men, the newspaper men of De at the Marines in Haiti and Santo state and city throughout the east
many cases is known to have increas
General Pershing referred to the
a f a gob and done his trick at kitchen troit solemnly interviewed Recruit Domingo and a record breaking the most pubic spirited men and
ed idleness, as many of the natives in
trip from Santo Domingo to Wash women have banded together to organization's work in France after the stricken areas often gave up all
police as a leatherneck. Small won Denby.
“Why did I enlist in the ranks?” ington on the U. S. S. Pruitt, coin- supply the funds that the Salvation it was asked to take charge of the work because they knew American
der that rank and file acclaimed his and Denby’s eye twinkled. “ Because mande by Captain Badger. No won- Army might continue to prove among army canteens, describing the handi-!
! generosity always was a safe guar
appointment.
some must. All cannot begin as of der the cry went up: “ A sea-going! other things that “A man may be caps to be overcame.
anty for meals and occasional gifts
“When its work came to be com- ! of clothing.
Secretary” from the rank and file of i down, but he’s never out.”
A youngster in the service of the ficers.”
the United States navy.
Chinese Maritime Customs, a stal
In the Boot Camp
“ In asking the public of New Eng pared with that of other welfare or
man
Out
in
Detroit
a
newspaper
At Parris Island, known to all Mawart forward on one of Michigan’s
land to supply us with funds to ‘carry ganizations,” he added, “ooerating
Germs of Disease should be prompt
crack elevens, a gunner’s mate under j r|nes as the boot camp, as all re summed it all up in one terse se li on’ for another year, the Salvation with far less responsibility and cover ly expelled from the blood. This is
tire In Cuban water, member of the cruits for some undertermined reason tence:
Army can point with pride to its ing only special areas, there arose a time when the system is especially
“ He has lived the life of perpetual achievements during the past twelve some unjust criticism of which other susceptible to them. Get rid of all
Michigan legislature and then of Con are known as “ boots,” Denby imme
impurities in the blood by taking
gress, a pioneer in the automobile in diately made his mark as a he-man. boyhood.”
months,” said Colonel William A. organizations too often took advan Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and thus fortify
dustry with large financial interests He did his trick on the drill ground
McIntyre, provincial officer of the tage. But as a matter of fact, this your whole body and prevent illness.
feature of the work of the Y. M. C. A.
when he enlisted in the Marine Corps under hoarse-barking drill sergeants, VICE PRES. COOUDGE
New England States.
as a hack private one week after we learned to hit the bull with com
“ Our records show that we have deserves great praise and I should like
ON SALVATION ARMY helped thousands of men and women to express here in this presence my
had declared war on Germany. A mendable regularity on the rifle
E xpressin g
con fiden ce
in
t h e through our industrial homes, materni deep appreciation of the results ob
slim outline that but the framework range, and fell in with his buddies j
DIAMOND
of a career that has made Denby the when the eagle-eyed police sergeants j su ccess of the hom e service appeal ty hospitals and rescue home, slum tained.”
most picturesque Cabinet figure of his wanted a ditch-digger, a stevedore or o f the Salvation Arm y fo r funds to posts, day nurseries, free hospitals
com ing and dispensaries and clinics and in
generation. And the ink was barely a man handy with a spud knife in \carrv on its w ork for the
U. S. RED CROSS TO AID
CO
dry on his commission as Secretary of the galleys. Two months later he year, Vice President Calvin Coolidge addition we have preached righteousLADIES I
tho Navy when he left Washington to ha<j shown well enough in the inten pledged his full support in the appeal ness and true Americanism for hunCHILDREN IN EUROPE
Ask your Druggist for CTII-CHES-TBR S
d in g hla hammock with the fleet and sive trainng to win his corporal’s that is now being made throughout (]reds of thousands from the street
DIAMOND
liKAND CILLS in
Americc,n Red Cross Society work
G oi. d m etallic boxes, sealed
give the high sign of comradeship to stripes. Incidentally he had mislaid New England.
corners.”
in Europe will be confined to child Ribbon. T a k b n o o t h e r .
and ask fur CIII-'
the regiments of sea soldiers doing twenty-five pounds of flesh.
Community advisory boards in all
Colonel McIntyre also points out welfare after July 1, all other branches Druggist
DIAMOND BltANI) P I M. 8 , for twenty-five
The “ I Knew Denby When He Was the New England states are now that the Salvation Army through its of its activity to be liquidated before years regarded as Best,Safest, Always Reliable.
duty in Haiti and Santo Domingo.
In more sober fashion Edwin Den a 'B o o t” club has spun many yarns actively working to raise the money outdoor meetings reaches a class of then,
according to Commissioner SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS
TIM K
by began his career in Evansville, about Denby’s boot camp days. They that the Salvation Army is asking for people that are not touched by other Robert 01:1s, who has just returned to
WORTH
TRIED EVERYWHERE TESTS
r*
Ind., on February 18, 1870, the son of promise to equal in wealth of detail its work. Composed in every instance churches or sects and who ordinarily
Charles Denby and Martha Fitch all the legendary exploits of George of the prominent business and profes would not enter a building to hear a
Denjby. From 1885, for a space of Washington but at this stage they sional men and women in each com sermon or lecture.
munity, these boards are leaving no
twelve years, his father served as have all the attributes of truth.
Commander Evangeline Booth, com
Then some gifted person conceiv stone unturned that the funds requir mander in chief of the Salvation
M inister to China and there young
Denby entered the customs service, ed the idea of having Denby, now a ed will be raised before June 1.
Army in the United States will visit
Vice-President Coolidge’s endorse-11the New' England province during the
working with English fiscal experts sergeant, lecture to the daily arriv
to pdt the Mandarin Empire on its als that poured into the boot camp ment follow's right on those of Presi middle of May to look over conditions
feet. He was 24 years old when he in civilian clothes to do their bit. dent Harding and the governors of and address meetings in Boston.
'Save the surface and
entered the law school at Ann Ar About 40,000 of them passed thru all six New England states. In his
you save all
bor and his powerful physique won the stern mill of Parris Island in the letter to Colonel McIntyre, provincial
war
days
and
to
each
of
them
Denby
officer in command of the Salvation FATHER OF THREE
jlim g place in the line when the
Prepared in Natural Varnish, also with stain combined,
Michigan eleven was on top of the with all the eloquence and the high j Army in New England, the viceCHILDREN WRITES FROM
giving beautiful imitations of all the hard woods, such as
standards
that
he
possessed
in
unus-1
president
said:
football heap. He won his degree in
C h e rry , Walnut, M a h o g a n y , L t. O a k , D k . O a k , Golden
PANAMA CANAL ZONE
O a k , Rosew ood, etc.
1994 and began the practice of law ual measure, told them of the his- j “ The Salvation Army is so w’ell
S h o w s T h e G ra in o f t h e W ood
tory
and
traditions
of
the
Marine
I
established
in
the
faith
of
the
people
and his naval career as apprentice
I T IS T O U G H — W A T E R P R O O F — D U R A B LE
Balboa, (’ anal Zone. A father of
seaman in the Michigan naval re Corps, the significance of the war, through the works wiiich it has ac
CARM O TE FLOOR V A R N IS H
three children writes: “ Will you
their
duties
and
their
privileges,
and
complished that I feel confident the kindly send me by mail two bottles of
serve the same year.
It is a wonderful finish for Floors, Chairs, Tables, Window
indoctrinated them with the spirit only thing that is necessary to secure vour Dr. True’s Elixir I cannot buy
Sashes, Bookcases, Desks and all other interior wood-work
Fighting the Spanish Dons
of
the Corps.
a continuing support is a direct appeal it here in Panama. I have three chil
Truman Newberry was then in the
HOULTON GRANGE STORE
dren, and the Elixir is the best family
His notable services toward build to the people of New England.
reserve and their careers ran along
remedy
I
ever
used.
When
one
of
tho
SMITH BROS.
ing up the morale of the men won
“ They are conscious of the need of
In an odd parallel for both were
children isn’t, feeling right. I give him
him his commission as a second your activities, and of its ability to a dose of Dr. True’s Elixir and he
shipmates on the U. S. S. Yosemite
lieutenant in the Marine Corps re reach a case that could be helped in comes out halo and hearty in the*
when that converted El Rio liner
serve and he held the rank of cap almost no other way. I want to ex morning. Our children have showed
brOke out her Yankee pennant in
tain when he realized his ambition press through you to my fellow Amer no signs of worms since they have
the spring of 1898. Denby was then
taken the Elixir.” F. H. Purington.
to go overseas as an observer.
; icans my deep sense of obligations
The prescription. Dr. True's Elixir,
a gunner's mate third class and
On his return to the United States ! for your efforts and my earnest hope the Family Laxative and Worm Ex
Newberry was in the officers’ mess.
pellee, has done wonders for sick
he was mustered out with the rank for your future support.”
Later, when the Spanish dons had
No harmful drugs works
of major in May, 1919, and resum- j With an army of more than 2,000 people
had enough fighting, the gunner’s
quickly and effectively.—Adv.
ed his old activities in Detroit. He j prominent business and professional
mate won .the nomination for Con
was serving as probation officer of men and women throughout the New
gress that Newberry ran for, and
the Detroit. Municipal Courts when England states actively co-operating
now Denby is occupying the portfolio
the President-elect invited him t o 1with the Salvation Army in its 1921
that Newberry later held in Roose
Florida. John W. Weeks, now Secre-1 Home Service program definite ser
v e lt's cabinet.
tary of War, was then definitely sla- j vice is being rendered both by the
TBtTTosem lte was no slacker in
ted for the cabinet, but had declin- j Army itself and the community
that wnr, taking part in the block
ed the Navy portfolio. He had long ! advisory hoards.
ade Of Havana, destroying a rich
been intimate with Denby both hav- j In more than 100 communities this
Spanish prise, and covering the land
ing served in the naval reserve in week the Army’s annual appeal for
ing Of Huntington’s battalion of 900
1898 and together in Congress. He I funds with which to carry on its work
marines from the transport Panther
is universally credited with having; for the coming year wil be made by
at Guantanamo, which they held as
impressed on Mr. Harding the strik- ] committees of leading business men.
a base for Sampson’s fleet against the
ing fitness Jof Edwin Denby for the Instead of following the custom of
Seres attacks of Spanish troops.
Navy job.
j the past three years and making an
Dsaky came naturally by his love
A 8ea Going Secretary
appeal all over the country at a cer
for the sea, as relatives of both his
Hardly had Denby assumed his j tain time, the Salvation Army this
father and mother served as Amer new duties before the Navy knew year is leaving it to each community
ican naval officers,
that a firm hand was at its helm. to decide what date will be the most
Thb trade-mark ia branded in rrfd
Denby In te rs Politics
Successful in business, a patriot w h o , suitable for raising the quote. The
on the aideof the Willard Threaded
Rubber Batteiy— the only battery
W ith the end of the war, however,
with Threaded Rubber Inflation.
Denby turned fils talents to law and
politics. H e was elected to the Mi
chigan legislature in 1902 and then
S a v in g s D e p t.
B o n d D e p t.
Michigan sent him to Congress in
1904 for three terms. In Congress
Denby served on the House Commit
tee on Foreign Relations, where his
ordinary separators are used.
Threaded
Ordinary separators are a natural product
fam iliarity with Far East conditions
Rubber Insulators are found only in the
and therefore, are never strictly uniform.
made him a valuable member.
Willard Threaded Rubber Battery.
They are made o f thin sheets o f chemicallyBack In civil life Denby was at
So thoroughly has it been established
treated wood.
T h e r e a r e v e r y r e a l re a s o n s w h y
tracted by the budding automobile
through more than five years’ experience
Threaded Rubber Insulators are a manufac
Industry In Detroit. He was an , orig
w e c a n g iv e y o u U n u s u a lly G o o d
that the Willard Threaded Rubber Battery
tured product and therefore, absolutely uni
inal stockholder in the
Hupmobile
gives more miles o f uninterrupted service per
form. They give uniform protection to the bat

DENBY ALREADY

CHICHESTER S PIUII
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a r m q t e

F L O O R V A R N IS H
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TH READED
RUBBER
^BATTERY
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HOW DID YOU CHOOSE YOUR BANK ?

company and later its treasurer, and
became one of the organisers of the
Denby Motor Truck company. His
Interests flourished but he still found
tim e to head his law firm and to
a c t as President of the Detroit Board
of Commerce.
Enllste as a Marine
Denby had had his share of hard
knocks and on the call to arms in
1917 he made his way to the recruit
la g office of the Marine Corps in De
troit. with the war but a week old
M ajor Victor I. Morrison, now on
duty ftn fhe Philippines, looked ask
ance at the bulk that darkened his
door.
“You’re too old and you’re
i f t i ,” w as Morrison’s verdict.

mar-

W A TC H
THE BIG 4

S e r v ic e . W e in v ite C o r r e s p o n d e n c e

GOLD MEDAL

tery plates and uniform satisfaction to the user.

o r a C o n fe r e n c e

First National Bank

Threaded Rubber Insulators do not warp,
crack, check, carbonize or puncture. They
put an end to loss o f time, temper, battery
rental and money that are Inevitable when

Gov’t Depository
Founded 1882

Member Federal
Reserve System

DOUBTFUL PROTECTION
CAUSES WORRY
You cannot depend upon doubtful
protection for your valuables — it
causes too much worry to store your
securities and other valuabels at home
or office.
You can rent a Safe Deposit Box
In our Vault for $3.00 and $5.00 per
year.

4% Interest Paid n Savings Accounts

dollar, that it has been selected as standard
equipment for 173 cars.
Bone dry— the only battery that can be
shipped and stocked without a drop o f
moisture in it.

The manufacturers o f the cars listed below have selected Threaded Rubber
Insulation for their cars because:
3. Experience has proved that Thread*!
1. Rubber is by far the best insulating ma
Rubber Insulation outlasts the battery
terial known.
plates
— and consequently means greater
2. Threaded Rubber Insulation is the most
value and greater satisfaction to the owners
satisfactory form of porous rubber — and
of their cart.
battery insulation must be porous to allow
free passage of the solution.

of H o u lto n , M a i n e

Gtcmach-Kldneym-Heart- ZJvet
Kmp th e v ita l organ a h ealth y by
vegn larly tak ing th e w o rld 's stand 
ard re m e d y for k id n ey, liver,
M adder and u ric acid tro u b les—

Separators or Insulators

Chevrolet
Citroen
Clydesdale
Cole
Collier
Colonial
Comet
Commerce
Commodore
Consolidated
Corliss
Crawford
Cunningham

Acason
Acme
Ahrens-Foz
All American
Allis-Chalmers
American
American
LaFrance
American
LaFrance
of Canada
Apex
Armleder
Atterbury
Auburn
Austin
Avery

Fulton
G MC
Garford
Giant
Glide
Great Western
FI C S
Hahn
Hatfield
Hawkeye
Haynes
Henney
Highway
Holmes
Holt
Hupmobile
Hurlburt

MHC
Madison
M armon
Master
McFarlan
McLaughlin
Menges
Menominee
Mercedes
Mercer
Mercury
Merit
Meteor (Piqua)
Metz
Miller
Mitchell

Bacon
Bell
Belmont
Bessemer
Bethlehem
Betz
Biddle
Bollstrom
Buffalo

Daniels
Dart
Davis
Day Elder
Denby
Dependable
Diamond T
Dixie Flyer
Dodge
Dorns

Jordan

Elcar
Elgin

Kissel
Koehler

Napoleon
Nash
Nelson
Nelson Os
LeMoon
Noble
Noma
Northway
Norwalk

Canadian Briscoe
Cannonball
Capitol
Carroll
Case

FW D
Fargo
Fergus
Ferris
Franklin

Lancia
Lands
Lewis-Hall
Lexington
Luverne

Ogren
Old Hickory
Oldsmobile
Oneida
Oshkosh

Independent
Indiana

Stewart
Stewart Y. F.
Studebaker
Stutx
Sunbeam
Tarlcington
Thomart
Tiffin
Titan
Towmotor
Transport
Traylor
Twin City

R k V Knight
Rainier
Renault
Reo
Republic
ReVere
Riddle
Robinson
Rock Falla
Rowe

Velie
Vim
Vulcan

Samson (Canada)
Sandow
Sayers
Seagrave
Shelby
Signal
Southern
Standard
Standard 8
Stanley
Stanwood

Ward LaFrance
Ware
Werner
Westcott
White
Wills
Wilson
Winther
Winton
Wolverine

H. M. Cates & Son, Inc.
Houlton, Maine

?fc * MSllonst Rsm edj of Holland foi
eeaaalae and endorsed by Queen Wflheh
tttaa. A t all druggists, throe size*.

Packard
Paige
Parker
Parrett
Paterson
Peerless
Peugeot
Phianna
Pierce-Arrow
Premier

Ultimata
Ursus

HOULTON

T IB WHOM* LIBRARY
Th# following are the latest books
wfcich have been added to the TIMES

Library, which meets with
the hearty approval of the reading

public:

Canfield
Brimming Cup
Porter
Stater Sue
Comstock
Shield of Silence
Willisie
Bhchanted Canyon
Henry
Oyen
Twisted Trails
Ethel
M.
Kelley
Mary Blair
Enid Bagnold
Happy foreigner
Heard
Ivory Fan
Qibbs
Vagrant Duke
Miln
Mr. W u
Sweet Stranger
Elsie Slngmaster
llle n Lewis
Strength of the Pines
Marshall
Sisters in Law
Gertrude Atherton
H appy Highways
Storm Jameson
Seed of the Sun
Irwing
Madamolaelle of Cambral
Foster
The Scar
Ruby M. Ayres
The Heaviest Pipe
Patterson
Tavi
Louis Dodge
T ie Desert Fiddler
Hornby
Flay the Game
Mitchell
The Husband T est
Davis
Main Street (3 copies) Sinclair Lewis
L isters Great Adventure
Bindloss
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days it will be received by clothing vantage of consumers. In the first
week that these inspectors were in
dealers.
M. Paisant has taken a firm stand the shops more than 300 butchers
in this matter, and the butchers’ syn were prosecuted for violating the new
dicate was unable to make him change price list or for selling second grade
his mind, although its members meat at prices allowed to he charged
threatened to close their shops if he for only the best cuts.
insisted upon the schedule of prices
In most cases each fine was accom
fixed by the Ministry after conferences panied by a sentence of a week in
with the butchers themselves.
prison, hut these were suspended in
The Government has authorized the the cases of first offenders, the Judges
BUMPER CROP OF
placing of special inspectors in all pointing out that on a second convict
WHEAT FOR 1921 butcher shops thus putting meat sup ion there would be imposed fines
plies under Government control, but double those originally assessed and
This year’s winter wheat and rye
unlike the war time system—to the ad prison sentences of six months.
crops will be larger than last year,
while the hay crop will be about the
same as a year ago, the department of
agriculture’s May forecasts Issued

Green Valley
Katharine Reynolds The Re-Creation of Brian Kent
Harold Bell Wright
The Desert of Wheat
Zane Grey
Man to Man
Jackson Gregory
Over the Top
Empey
Poor Man’s Rock
Sinclair
North of Fifty-Three
His Friend & His Wife
Bertrand W. Sinclair
Cosmo Hamilton
Isobel
James Oliver Curwood The Valley of Silent Men
James Oilver Curwood
A Vendetta of the Hills
Leonard Merrick
Willis Geo. Emerson The Worldings
The
Missioner
E.
Phillips
Oppenheim
The Wreckers
Francis Lynde

Dangerous Days
Mary Roberts Rinehart
The Moonlit Way
Chambers
The Man of the Forest
Zane Grey
Lotus Salad
Mildred Gram
The Iron Woman
Margaret Deland
The Forbidden Trail Honore Willsie
Sherry
McCutcheon
The Arrow of Gold,
Joseph Conrad
The Prairie Wife
Arthur Stringer
Open the Door
Catherine Carswell recently indicate.
Winter wheat acreage showed much
The Red Lady
Katharine Newlin Burt. less than average abandonment as a
The Man Who Forgot James Hay Jr. result of favorable weather during the
Wild Youth and Another
Gilbert Parker winter, and a crop of 629,287.000
Son of the Wind Lucia Chamberlain bushels, or 8,000,000 bushels more
The Tiger’s Coat
Elizabeth Dejeans than forecast a month ago, is esti
The Fighting Shepherdess
mated on the acreage figures of the
Caroline Lockhart
May 1 canvass.
Someone And Somebody
Kansas reported an abandonment of
Porter Emerson Browne
8 per cent., which was the heaviest of
The Azure Rose
lee Pilot
Reginald W. Kauffman any of the important producing states
Bradley
Innocent Adventure
The Red Signal Grace Livingston Hill and her crop this year promises to
Gilbert Parker
Ho Defence
The Goose Girl
Harold McGrath
B
Gibbs
be about 1,000,000 bushels less than
Splendid Outcast
The
Short
Cut
Jackson
Gregory
Wharton
last year.
Abandonment in Ohio,
A ge o f Innocence
Heart of Unga
Cullom
Kate Jordan
Indiana, Illinois, Missouri and Nebras
The N ext Corner
K
Mary Roberts Rinehart
Zona Gale
ka, ranged from 2 to 3 per cent. The
Id ea Lola Bett
Kazan
s Curwood
Wallace Irwin
crop in Ohio is forecast at about
Seed of the Sun
Frankau
Longstreth Peter Jameson
13,000,000 bushels more than last year,
M ac of Placid
The Portygee
Lincoln
Alaska M an's Luck
while in Indiana, Illinois and Missouri
Hjalmar Rutzebeck Poor Wise Man
it will be about 10,000,000 bushels
Mary Roberts Rinehart
M ysterious Rk’er
Zane Grey
more
than the 1920 crop. Nebraska’s
September
Swinerton
T an sy o f Silent Men
Curwood
crop
will
be about 1,500*000 bushels
The Sign at Six
White
SMppy McGee
Oemler
smaller, and Oklahoma’s about 10,000,The Tin Soldier
Temple Bailey
Rose Dawn
White
Top Qf the World
Ethel Dell 000 bushels less than last year.
Purple H eights,
Oemler
Trumpeter Swan
Temple Bailey
W e ^ W ind Drift
McCutcheon
Purple Heights
Oemler CUT PRICES OR GO
Maine
Street
Schuyler
TO WALL, IS EDICT
The foOowing is a list of the books
Gibbs
in the TIM B 8 Lending Library, all Wounded Souls
TO SHOPS IN PARIS
McCutcheon
e l which are available at a small West Wind Drift
“ Cut your, prices or go to the wall”
Heart
of
Hemlock
Perry
chm se per day.
Glen of the High North
Cody is the warning that M. Paisant, of the
Author
Food Ministry has sent to Paris
The
Bells
of
San
Juan
Eliot H. Robinson
Jackson Gregory butchers. The same warning was re
A lisa Paige
Robert W. Chambers
Harvest
Mrs. Humphry Ward peated to bakers, and in the next few
L in g Live The King
All-Wool Morrison
Holman Day
Mary Roberts Rinehart
The Slayer of Souls
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors
The Net
Rex Beach
Robert W Chambers
The L ett Straw
HaroldTitus
Tn the District Court of the United States
The Ramblin Kid
Earl W. Bowman
for the Northern Division of the Dis
A Daughter of the Land
trict of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
,
Gene Stratton-Porter The Crimson Tide
Robert W. Chambers In the matter of
|
The Judgment House
Gilbert Parker
| In Bankruptcy
The Valley of Vision
Comstock Leon Lavoix
O qM
Stewart Edward White
Bankrupt. |
The Mountains of the Morning Phelps
The Branding Iron
To the creditors of said Leon Lavoix
The Just and the Unjust
Katharine Newlin Burt
of Cyr Plantation in the county of
Vaughan Kester Aroostook and District aforesaid, bank
The Kingdom of Slender Swords
The Sport of Kings
Roche rupt.
Hallie Erminine Rives
King Spruce
Holman Day
Notice is hereby giver* that ’on the
T h f Strong Hours
MaudDiver
The Way of a Man
Thomas Dixon 12th day of May, A. D., 1921 the said |
H cert of the Sunset
Rex Beach
Leon Lavoix was duly
adj udi- |
Elizabeth Visits America
The Hidden Valley
Muriel Hlne
cated bankrupt; and that the first I
Penny of Top Hill Trail
Maniates meeting of creditors will be held at the |
I’ve Come To Stay Mary Heaton Vorse
The Boys’ Life of Theodore Roosevelt office of Edwin L. Vail, in Houlton, on
Ruckles of Red Gap
Hermann Hagedorn the 4th day of June, A. D. 1921, at i
Harry Leon Wilson
Jerry
Arthur Stanwood Pier 10.00 o'clock in the forenoon at which ;
The Road To Providence
time the said creditoi-s
may attend, i
The Iron Furrow
Geo. C. Shedd prove their claims, appoint a trustee, :
Maria Thompson Daviess
The Sage-Brushers
Emerson Hough examine the bankrupt and transact such
T ie Real Adventure
other business as may properly come be- j
The Man from Tall Timber
Henry Kitchell Webster
I
Thomas K. Holmes fore said meeting.
The PH ce of Honey TOOons
Dated
at
Houlton,
M!ay
12th,
1921.
1
Harold MacGrath The Treasure Trail
EDWIN L. VAIL,
Marah Ellis Ryan
Referee in Bankruptcy.
T he Man W ho W on
Cyrus Townsend Brady The Lady of the Night Wind
Varick Vanardy
The. Stars Incline
Jeanne Judson
The Yukon Trail
William M. Raine
The Inscrutable Lovers
Curwood
Alexander MacFarlane The River's End
The Farmer of Roaring Run
T ip Builders
Ellen Glasgow
Mary Dillon
The U . P. Trail
Zane Grey
Judith of Blue Lake Ranch
TBC Man That Nevdr Grew Up
Jackson Gregory
Mabel C. A W m . A . Lathrop
Kindred of the Dust
Peter B. Kyne
Tic Girl From H is Town
Against the Winds
Kate Jordan
Marie VanVorst
The Triumph of John Kars
Cullum
The Shepherd of the Sea
Love Time in Picardy
Lathrop
Henry Leverage
Fire of Youth
Henry James Forman
Shw stary of Frivolous Affairs
Stranded
in
Arcady
Lynde
May Futrelle
The Lamp in the Desert Ethel M. Dell
Bet. Betts
Hugh Pendexter

Bakers have already signified their
willingness to make their prices meet
the public’s purse, at the same time
pleading that this is only possible if
the Government buys wheat from
Rumania or other countries with de
preciated exchange instead of in the
United States and Canada, where the
franc is depreciated. Bakeries, eipecialy the small family establishments
where the proprietors themselves do
most of the work after midnight,
insist that the law prohibiting night
work must be abrogated for the publlo
benefit.

Cam el
The pleasure is worth it. There’s no sub
stitute for Camel quality and that mild,
fragrant Camel blend.
The fellow who smokes Camels, wants
Camels. T h at’s because Camels have a
smoothness, a fragrance and a mildness you
can’t get in another cigarette.
Don’t let anyone tell you that any other
cigarette at any price is so good as Camels.
Let your own taste be the judge. T ry
Camels for yourself. A few smooth, refreshing
puffs and you’d walk a mile for a Camel, too.

Camel
DELC0LIGHT

Mm

M ind*-H er Business

George Weston
T h e Disturbing Charm

Berta Ruck
A * Fortieth Door
Mary H astings Bradley
T he Man W ith Three Names

Harold MacGrath

TRANSCANADA

H lM T o Answer

Peter Clark MacFarlane
T h e Swing o f the Pendulum
’
Adriana Spadonl
Fran
John B. Ellis
Beckoning Roads
Jeanne Judson
A Mhn for the Ages Irving Bacheller
T h e Rain-Girl Patricia Brent Spinster
The Other Side of the Door
Lucia Chamberlain
3 3
The* Honey Bee
Samuel Merwin
A Challenge To Adventure
Mrs. Irving Curtis
MaM and W ife
Carolyn Beecher
The Untamed
MaxBrand
The Money Master
Gilbert Parker

Jl

i

j

A

t 'J t W

Holman Day
W illiam in 30 h ou rs,
Rex BeachWinnipeg in 42, Regina in
Overton
53, Calgary in 67, and

When A Man’s A Man
Harold Bell Wright

Vancouver in 92 hours.

DTI and I
Irving Bacheller
The LaChance Mine M ystery

Leaves Montreal (Windsor St.)
at 5.00 p.m. daily; Toronto at
9.00 p.m. daily.

S. Carleton
Common Cause

Samuel Hopkins Adams
Nam o f Music Mountain
Frank H. Spearman
S fllg g le s
E. Lawrence Dudley
T ie Undying Fire
H. G. Wells
The Single Track
Douglas Grant
Bevtted Bridges Bertrand W. Sinclair
The Man of the Forest
Zane Grey
The Iron Viral!
Rex Beach
The’ Shuttle
Frances H. Burnett
Jeen A Co.
Fredrick Orin Bartlett
T ie W orld For Sale
Gilbert Parker
A Cry of Youth
Cynthia Lombardi
T he Light o f the Clearing

Irving Bacheller
A FiMNk Of thu H ills
Cha. Neville Buck

Winston-Salem, N. C.

9heCompleteElectriclight andPowerPlant
f o . b . D a y t o n .O .

The Greater Glory
W illiam Dudley Pelley
The Trans-Canada Lim
Loaded Dice
Ellery H. Clark
ited, the fastest train
Tippe-Canoe
SamuelMcCoy
betw een E a ste rn and
M ae to Man
Gregory
Western Canada and the
The Turmoil
Booth Tarkington
Pacific
Coast, reaches Fort
T he Rider of the King Log

Mermaid

J. REYNOLDS Tobacco Co.

LIMITED!

QUICKEST TIME A6R0SS
THE 60NTINENT

Rainbow's Uncf

R.

A Tra in de Luxe— Every
thing Canadian Pacific
Standard
Lim ited to Sleeping-Car
Passengers only
(Except parlor-car passenger*
between M ontreal a n d O ttaw a)

F IR S T T R A IN M A Y 22nd
Par i l w g i j i ^ e a r accom m odation

CANADIAN PAGIFIC RY.

L

IK E all other D elco-Light plants,
j this model at $295 has the famous
valve-in-head, fo u r-cy cle , air-cooled
motor. It is self-cranking.
There is
only one place to oil.
It runs on kero
sene, is economical and easy to operate.
Years o f D e lco -L ig h t en gin eerin g
development, together with the experi
ence gained from over 135,000 users have
combined to produce the value that is
represented in all Delco-Light Products.
There are twenty-five styles and sizes
o f Delco-Light plants, to meet every
need o f farms, stores, country homes and
all those places where individual lighting
plants are a necessity.
W rite for catalog or come in and let us
tell you what D elco-Light can do for
you. Delco-Light betters living con
ditions and pays for itself.
D £ L C O -L IG H T C O M P A N Y
D A Y T O N , OH IO

Maine Electric Light & Power Company
17 Franklin Street,' Bangor, Maine

In corp ora ted 1 9 2 0

M ille r T ir e s
S t r o m b e r g C a r b u r e to r s
G ill P iston R in g s

Automobile Equipment

P y r a m id B ru s h e s
A { C . S p a r k P lu g h

Houlton, Maine

B u rd Q u ic k S e a tin g R in g s
B a d g e r Jack s
W e e d C h a in J a c k s

M. B. McKay

Compliments of

HOULTON
CEO. S . GENTLE CO.
General Insurance

STEAM

VULCANIZING CO.

J. W . Skehan, Prop.

Automobile Insurance a Specialty
Masonic Building

H O U LTO N

M AINE

Compliments of

Special Rates to all Organizations at

McGARY SHOE STORE
Up-to-Date Footwear
Custom Shoe Repairing

N EW E L L 9S
Houlton, Maine
w .

“ The Pioneer Florists of Aroostook”

D an gerou s D an M cG rew

you like Fun
If you want to spend an evening for
getting the troubles of this old world
you should hear

Compliments of

Sn e l l

Compliments of

Drs. MANN & POTTER

house

1st Lt. “ Dangerous”

Mercier Bros.

Houlton

D an M c G r e w
in his Humorous Monologue

“ Shell Shock ajla
M adem oiselle”
A recital of Overseas experiences with
the 103rd Infantry, YD
M AINE’S OWN BOYS

Heywood T h e a t r e
BERRY & BENN

HOULTON

Ford Cars, Trucks and
Fordson Tractors

Friday, M ay 10

Bangor St.y Houlton

Music by

H. H. S.
Orchestra

Compliments of

Auspices Chester L. Briggs Post,
No. 47, AmericanLegion

A d m is s io n

56c

R e s e r v e d S ea ts

75c

Dr. G. P. CASSIDY
Dentist

War Tax Paid

■trT

“T h i s

is a S t u d e b a k e r

Year

99

iis m a

Judge the Car by the Company It Keeps

Hand & Harrington
Houlton,

Maine
6 9 M a in S treet

HOULTON
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Hungary was due for land reform. but after a few moments it ceases, or this little “ turn” of his the most agree presence will be most useful. They tion to the British on the dangers of
able and stimulating thing that has can express opinions that can be relations with the Soviets.
It has been essentially a country of else you become unconscious of it.
On the screen appears the three- been put upon the screen. The nat- taken into consideration, and they
large landowners. The old feudalistic
The Intransigeant refers to the
quarter figure of a powerful looking urality of it is astonishing. And you can inform their Government at first American return as “good news” of
system
under
which
the
peasants
paid
•One group of persons in Hungary
a tithe of all their produce to the man draped in a leopard skin. A sign perceive that “ the talkies” have a tre hand. As we seek only justice, we “happy augury.”
,
t w e profited by the successive revolu
masters was abolished in 1848, and has already informed you that Sparta- mendous future in the direction of can only be pleased at the reap
It was declared that the action of
tions and have gone steadily forward that was the last word to be spoken in cus is about to address the gladiators, making famous personalities familiar pearance in the allied councils of
the American Government was the
In spite of the reaction. They happen land reform until this peasant brought but you are not a bit excited over a to the people. Take a tip—wait till representatives of the country that result of French diplomacy, and would
made such great sacrifices for the facilitate a general settlement of
to be the most important class in the about the reforms of the present day. movie Spartacus. He begins to speak. the next political campaign!
Since
1848
to
the
present
the
large
es
You
sit
up
and
look
at
him
more
re
triumph of right.”
There
is
no
limit
to
the
length
of
peace problems.
oonntry. They are the peasants. And
tates have remained intact.
spectfully. After all, this fellow is an the speeches and lectures that may be
The
Journal
des
Debats
again
refers
Referring to divergencies between
the center, soul spirit of their move
Under the narrow suffrage system actor. Is it possible that the new in delivered by “ the talkies,” for the with pleasure to the action of the Premier Briand and Prime Minister
ment Is the Minister for Agriculture,
existing before the war it was impos vention will eventually purge the recording apparatus includes a device United States in advising the Ger Lloyd George, which arose during the
Stephen Szabo de Nagyatad.
(it is
sible to expect land reform “ with a movies of all the simpering manikins by which a new wax disc is started, mans to address adequate offers to meeting of the Supreme Allied Council
necessary to designate him as the
without interruption, as the previous the Allies, and commends the letter at London, the Matin declared that
Parliament of noblemen and priests,” and womanikins who can’t talk?
Ssabo from Nagyatad, because under
Szabo put it. Szabo managed to
And the voice—you wonder why it one is exhausted. The making of the of Secretary Hughes to Samuel the opposition of the British Prime
the Prlederich regime, which followed
penetrate into Parliament in 1908, has none of the mechanical timbre that record demands some fortitude on the Gompers, president of the American Minister to many of M. Briand’s de
the overthrow of bolshevism, another
even with the limited suffrage, and sometimes creeps into the best phono part of the performer, for he has to Federation of Labor, in which he mands “stopped as by enchantment”
man of the same name held the port
with three colleagues made himself graphs, and why it seems to come to stand in the rigorous glare of the emphasized the futility of initiating when he was told of the United States
folio.)
generally unpleasant, but it was not you straight from the working lips lights which are such a trial to the trade relations with Russia under not to Berlin rejecting the German
The famous Stephen Szabo, who has until the revoution that the peasant of the figure on the screen. You find eyes of “ movie” performers.
present conditions, as useful informa reparations proposals.
been a peasant leader and organizer party came into power. It has 100 yourself watching that figure and re
The inventor who has thus apparent
fo r twenty years, refused a place in members sitting today.
acting to it as you would to a figure ly succeeded where Edison failed is
- the Frlederich government, because he
of
flesh and blood. In a word you Orlando Kellum of California. The
The agricultural councils are the
Is a liberal and was in opposition to
feature of the land bill which make fall under the spell of what is, in an rights to his invention have been
rriederich’s policy of terror. FriedSzabo’s enemies angry. They say he artistic sense, illusion—not that you acquired by a corporation, Talking
, arich, nothing daunted, chose another
is trying to set up a little soviet of forget that you are not watching and Motion Pictures, Inc., of which
* Quite unknown man of the same name
farmers in every district and estab listening to a living man, for that Wendell McMahill, who worked with
— as common a name as John Smith
lish a peasant dictatorship with him would be insanity, but that your con- George Creel in the Public Informa
fti America—and tor weeks deceived
self as chief commisar. The coun sciousness of the reality ceases to ob- tion service during the war, is the
a s w e ll as G E N T L E M E N m a y s e c u r e
the peasants in thinking that their
cils, however, are thoroughly democrat struct your reaction to the actor’s head. Mr. McMahill has acquired
, leader was in the government.
th e u s e o f a
New York’s Town Hall for the sum
ic, giving equal representation to large work.
The real Szabo, who now holds the landowners, small holders, middle
mer
months,
and
“the
talkies”
are
When he finishes his speech in a
portfolio, Is a personality. He is a holders and agricultural laborers. If creditable burst of passion you fe e l1the novelty hinted at in the institu
*
-“ smallholder,” owning a little plot of anything, they err in favoring the like clapping your hands. But you tion’s last announcement.
m
thirty acres, which he works himself. large land owners who have equal don’t because you’re an Anglo-Saxon,
H is elevation to a position as cabinet representation but are less numerous and because nobody else does, and be
to c a r e f o r th eir V a lu a b le P a p e rs, a s
FRANCE DELIGHTED
m inister has not changed his manner than the agricultural laborers. The
cause you remember that there was no
w e ll a s a r o o m t o o p e n th e ir B o x e s in>
AT RETURN OF U. S.
c f living in any essential. He lives in plan is not going into operation with
man in front of you, but only the
w h e r e th e y m a y o p e n th e m as o f t e n
tow n during the week in a dingy fur out a great deal of cleverly engi
The Paris newspapers express much
talking shadow of a man. However,
nished room and supports himself on neered opposition, but 2500 councils
pleasure
over
the
return
of
the
United
as n e c e s s a r y .
you make a mental note of the recom
' his salary of 3500 kronen a month—$12 have already been set up, and country mendation that “ talkie” audiences in States to the councils of the Allies,
ln_ American money
His son-in-law and province councils are coming into
C a ll at th e B a n k a n d le t us S H O W
the future should be encouraged to let news of the decision of the Washing
works the farm in his absence. When being slowly. The government is al
loose their feelings in applause when ton Government being prominently
YOU
h e goes home for the week-end he
displayed.
lowed to send its representatives, with I ever they feel moved to do so.
rides in an ordinary coach, refusing
The Journal Des Debats reviews
votes, to the upper bodies, provided j You observe a grating just under
11
the special accommodations of a
the officials never control more than j neath the screen, and you learn that the series of actions taken by the
. m inister, and duripg the Easter holi20 per cent of the votes of the assem- >the voice really comes from a phono United States in connection with the
- days, when all passenger trains stop
bly.
! graphic horn placed against the peace settlement under the Administr
ped running, he refused a m otor or a
Stephen
Szabo
sums
up
his
hope
for
j
grating. But such is the magic of the ation of President Harding, and terms
special train, saying Uiat the govern
the
land
workers
and
for
Hungary
as
speaking mouth and the perfect the return of the United States to
ment couldn’t afford it, and rode to
synchronization that your senses are participation, “Another proof of good
his farm in a freight train—a twenty- follows:
sense and friendship toward the
“ My own ideal in Hungary is that actually deceived as to the direction
four-hour Journey.
Allies.” The newspaper continues:
the people shall rule. Up to now the of the sound.
H is office in the ministry is impres“ Even if the United States’ dele
big estate owner has been all-power
Somebody remarks that if this in
: slvo—all done up In mahogany and
gates attend only unofficially their
ful, not ony in this country but in vention had been launched a couple of
velvet. Portraits of his predecessors,
most of Central Europe. All adminis generations ago we might now hear
arrayed in coats o f ermine and sable
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
tration has been in the hands of his Lincoln delivering his Gettysburg ad
wad with decorations across their
Public notice is hereby given that
class.
The
peasant
is
going
to
get
dress,
while
watching
the
man
in
his
hreasts, look haughtily down from the
out from under his yoke. But that habit as he lived, studying the mobile Jonas W. Tohnson of Woodland, in
w alls, and in the midst of them
the County of Aroostook and State of
isn’t enough. The peasant must learn lines of his mouth and looking into Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
Szabo, a little man, in a mussy, badly
co-operation with his neighbors. Then the fatal canverns of his eyes. Also January 10th, 1918, and recorded in
ffttlag blue serge suit, with the trou
he
must learn to co-operate with the one could hear and see Jenny Lind as Vol. 303, Page 67, of the Southern
pers stuck into high boots, looks as
workers
of the town Only then will New York heard and saw her in Castle District of the Aroostook Registry of
tho he had wandered in by mistake.
Deeds, conveyed to Peter Norbeck of
said Woodland, County and State
He Is not In the least impressive. He we have a democratic and prosperous Garden.
Another performer is on the screen. aforesaid, the following described
has a round, Iron-gray head, a sad- Hungary.”
He plays an accordeon. You get the piece or parcel of land with the build
looktn, gray n u .U ch e and teeth much
cum
ing thereon, being a part of lot
tones quite perfectly, and they seem numbered 17% situate in said Wood
Tallowed from tobacco. But his bright NfcW l A L M l i u r lL in
hazel eyes are sharp and cute as a |
SEEMS TO LIVE to come straight from the instrument, land, bounded and described as fol
• q u im r* » d there I, . .ly .m ile in I That dream of despalrlng lnventor8 which he inflates and deflates with so lows, to wit; commencing at a point (
much grace. Now he &ings something in the north line of said lot where the i
east line of the right of way of the
motion pictures that talk, seems to
Tklz “ignorant peasant,” as the no- have been realized at last. And the in French, and then the “ Marseillaise.” Aroostook Valley Railroad crosses said
Demon in the government contemptu- flgureg on the gcreen talk or sing> Somebody explains that he is a young north line; thence, easterly along said
north line two hundred seventy-two
<raaly call him, Is a thorn in the side wlth 8Uth perfection of synchroniza- Belgian organist who came here only feet to the center of the highway
to
find
that
he
could
make
a
better
e f the royalists, the large landowners tion—governed by a mechanical device j
road; thence, in a south westerly
■smd the reactionaries, and he has an under which the dual record, visual j living as an accordeonist. You find direction along the center of said
tn q p lforta b y large fo llo w in g s the "ghd auditory, Is both made and pro- j him charming. Your heart goes out Mfehway road three hundred feet to
largest party in Hungary today and jected—that they seem to live and to j to his shadow, exactly as if it were the east line of said railroad right of
way; thence, in a northerly direction
ih# one commanding most votes in enter into a personal relation with , himself.
along said east line of said railroad
Now you behold the geniel Walter right of way one hundred eightythe Parliament
their audience.
eight feet to the north line of said lot
It Is anti-royalist and, above all,
Voice, feature and gesture “ get Damrosch making an after dinner 17% and the point of beginning.
speech.
He
tells
a
delightful
story
anti-Hapsburg.
"If Emperor Karl across” simultaneously and carry with
The above described premises are
w aits for the peasants to call him them, as it seems, the very essence of about an old tenor in Italy. You find the same premises conveyed to the
said Jonas W. Johnson by Carl G. i
hack, he’ll wait a long time,”
said personality, the very magnetism of liv
Anderson by his deed of Warranty !
Ssabo succinctly in an interview the ing presences. One who has just wit
(COPY)
dated July 11, 1917, and recorded in
ether day. As a matter of fact, the nessed a private projection of this
Aroostook Registry of Deeds Vol. 300,
LIBEL FOR DIVORCE
peasants do not care a button whether marvel, which has been long tested
Page 100 Southern District.
To the Hon. Justice of the Supreme
That the condition in said mortgage
there is a king or not, so long as they and improved until it is now ready to
Judicial Court, next to be held at is broken by reason whereof the said
ean keep their newly established pow be launched before the public, wishes
Caribou, in the County of Aroostook Peter Norbeck claims a foreclosure of
er. And they fancy that they can to testify that it holds for mankind a
and State of Maine:
said mortgage.
Kathleen B. Scribner of Hodgdon in
keep It under any regime.
Dated at Caribou, Maine, April 30th,
new and vivid experience and an
Made by Fostum Cereal
Creek,Mich.
said County of Aroostook, respectfully 1921.
T his is a country where the Gov emotion as poignant as that with represents that on the second day of
Peter Norbeck,
ernor-President believes—he told so which we beheld the first man soaring December, 1919 at St. John,
New
By his Attorney,
the oth er , day—that Vienna is more toward the sky in a heavier than air Brunswick, she was lawfully married 318
John B. Roberts
ij to Scott E. Scribner, whose residence
Bolshevist
than Moscow;
where machine.
I is unknown, that ever since said time
Imagine yourself seated with a few j, she; has conducted herself towards
workmen who contemplate a strike
ilnl troops quickly massed to put them others in a small black draped projec- j said Libelee as a faithful, true and
Into Jail if they quit work; where a tion room, twelve of fifteen feet from |affectionate wife, but that said Libelee
! regardless of his marriage covenant
speech by Mr. Szabo himself, in cele a curtain, behind which some men j
|and duty has on divers days and
bration of the anniversary of Kossuth are tinkering with an apparatus!j times been guilty of cruel and abusive
— a mild little oration in favor of the about the size of a suit case, but treatment towards your libelant, berestoration of civil rights and demo square. It is late at night. You are ;! tween the date of said marriage and
You are not;I the filing of this libel; and your
cratic progress—gets censored out of tired and indifferent.
: libelant further alleges that said
« n the newspapers. Hungary, believe a movie fan, and you rather suspect;i libelee is a man of gross and confirmm e, la no place just now in which to that talking movies—or "the talkies,” ; ed habits of intoxication, from the
try radical experiments.
But the as somebody suggests they should be i use of intoxicating liquors; and your
called—will prove more of a bore than ij libelant further alleges that said
peasants are doing it.
libelee, although being able to labor
1 -3 -5 lb .
|
It Is Ironic that the net effect of the .silent kind.
|and provide for her, grossly, wantonly
P
a cka ges
The wires are connected at last. and cruelly, refuses and neglects to
n il the revolutions made by the town
O n ly
;
provide
suitable
maintenance
for
her;
workers has brought them nothing, From above and behind you streams
J u s t bear in mincl, please, that IVbite House Coffee
and your libelant further alleges that
the
customary
shaft
of
light,
illumi
w hile the peasants, who always stood
j she and said libelee have lived and
is simply without an equal— that its wonderful flavor and
n loof from the fray, got land, and still nating a smallish, high white screen I co-habited together in said county of
hold It, and are dividing more estates in the midst of the curtain. A light |Aroostook since the date of their said
uniformity o f quality are really remarkable— that more and
day by day • • • and, what is rather buzzing noise begins at the same time, |marriage; and your libelant further
Jalleges that she now is, and has been,
more people are drinking it at all seasons o f the year— that
m ore Important, are getting the ad
J in good faith for more than one year,
complete
and perfect satisfaction attends its regular use.
ministration of these ands out of the
|prior to the filing of this libel a resi
dent of said county of Aroostook.
bands of a centralized bureaucracy
I That your Libelant has made diliand under their own thumbs thru the
Then You C o and B uy Some
”*i!
[ gent inquiry, but that the residence of
formation of "agricultural councils”
unknown to your
Monty back without question ! said Libelee is
fn districts, counties and provinces.
if HUNT'S 8alve foils in the Libelant, and cannot be ascertained by
treatment of ITCH, ECZEMA, i reasonable diligence.
DW INELU - W R IG H T CO. Boston CHICAGO
That there is
B ren the machinations of so clever a
R INGW ORM , T E T T E R or
no
collusion
between
them
to
obtain
other itchinar skin diseases.
politician as Count Andrassy have not
Principal Coffee Roasters
Try a 75 cent box at our risk. a divorce; but that
your Libelant
tserved to break the party yet.
A. Barker & Co.. Oakfleld, Maine
believes that said bonds of matrimony
ought to be dissolved, wherefore she
prays that a divorce may be decreed.
And your Libelant further prays
that she may have the custody of their
minor child, named William Edward
Scribner, aged thirteen months.
KATHLEEN B. SCRIBNER
Dated at Houlton this fourth day of
May, 1921. Signed and sworn to be
fore me this fourth day of May, 1921.
HARRY M. BRIGGS
Notary Pubic, L. S.
STATE OF MAINE
(L. S.)
AROOSTOOK, ss.
Supreme Judicial Court
Houlton, May 5th, 1921.
In this action it is ordered by the
court that notice be given said
Libelee, by publishing the libel and
this order of court three successive
weeks in the Houlton Times, a news
paper printed and published at Houl
ton, in said County of Aroostook, the
last publication to be at least thirty
days before the next term of this
court in said County of Aroostook to
be held at Caribou, in said county, on
the first Tuesday of September 1921;
that he may then and there appear
and defend if he sees fit.
WARREN C. PHILBROOK
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court
A true copy of libel and order of
court thereon.
4 and 8 OUNCE CANISTERS
Attest: MICHAEL M. CLARK, Clerk.

HUNGARIAN LANDS
GOING TO PEASANTS

LAD IES

S a f e D e p o s it B o x

m.

Houlton Trust Co.

gpreadTfie Good Nevs j
F ar and w ide the infor
m ation is traveling that

P o s t To a s t ie s
Are

Superior Com Flakes

Only the creamy-white heart
o f the choicest com is used,
daintly seasoned .rolled and
toasted crisp and brown.
G et the Y ellow and /f e d

w a x-w ra p p ed p a ck a g e ----yo u r gu arantee o f g o o d n ess

Readyto eat-Economical

L

Sold b y Grocers E veryw here

Co.,Inc.,Battle

J

Suits When Others Disappoint

^ ITC H »

REDROSE

T E A

is good tea

TO

LIKE

«n d tiie sealed air-tight carton
keeps it “ Good” .
Red Rose Tea com es to you
with all its original rich strength
and rare flavor fully retained.

A L SO
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Waldo and Beecher Carmichael of
Littleton.
Mrs. Carmichael was a devoted wife
and mother, a kind neighbor, and
leaves besides the home circle, a host
of friends who will cherish her
memory. Sympathy is extended to
the aged husband and children who
mourn their loss.
his
Rev. H. H. Cosman will hold
Funeral services will be held Tues
ug{J® service Sunday at 2.30 p. m., day
p. m., Rev. H. H. Cosman of
Sunday school at 1.20 p. m.
M ' d Mrg Bert Hanning and a Ludlow officiating.
party- of frlends attended the service
at the Baptist church Sunday,
LINNEUS

diversify his products so that he can clave, for a postoffice has been estab
live on what he raises and prepares lished at Penasse, and a weekly mail
for use, without dependency on oth service is maintained. During the
er farmers at a distance. In other winter the service will he by horse
words he should raise his own grain and sleigh across the ice of the lake.
for his stock; he should raise his own In the summer a motorboat will be
poultry, pork, fruit and vegetables; used.
he should make his own butter.
■
. .
:n
The chunk of land which Uncle
Subscribers should bear in
This will lighten the load of freight Sam holds in defiance of all consid
mind
all subscriptions
are
costs. The advice seems to hold erations of geographical proprieties is
mina that
in ai ail
r
locally by the promoters is Austin W.
good until the latter comes down. commonly known as the “ Northwest
payable in advance ana tne paPease, the well known achitect, who
For the day of the farmer specialist Angle." It is nearly square, and
ner will be discontinued at exhas turned down the opportunity of
lias arrived. The man who is an measures about 12 miles each way.
Dr. Tarbell of Smyrna Mills was in ! securing the tidy sum of $120,000 for
piration. Notice of sucn expira- Harrlngton, Automobile Salesmen of
expert in some lines a rule makes The population of Penasse is 150,
town recently
extending aid to the imprisoned Span- ;
tion will be sent out the First o f . Houlton. Saturdays and evenings.
Ross
Thompson
of
Limestone
spent
the
most money. The orchardist or and the population of the entire re
Mrs Thomas Hamilton, who is ill
iard.
the poultryman or the dairyman gives gion is but little more. It is pleasing
with pneumonia at the Aroostook j Sunday with Edwin Bither.
each month.
To the ordinary person this non- 1
Mr. Hollis Adams was in Canter
_. _
Hospi tal , is in a critical condition.
his energy to his specialty and lmilds to know that the Penassians, most
bury,
N.
B.
one
day
last
week.
ehalant
tossing away of an opportu-1
Commencing Saturday, May | m iss Verna Webb, Mrs. w. a . webb
Mr. William Stewart is confined to nity to obtain a sum whicli would up a big business in his line and de hyperborean of all non-Alaskan Amer
and little daughter Joyce were Sun
pends on other farmers for his own icans, are at last officially and
7th, the TIMES office will close day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank the house with a throat trouble.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Simmons even warm the hearts of the income |table. But the exceptional conditions
Jordan
of
Houlton.
comfortably connected with the rest
at noon every Saturday until
tax collectors is unusual, hut Mr. i
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Fleming and a baby girl on Wednesday, May 11th.
today warrant the exception to the of the country. It becomes unneces
Mr. Horace Bither and family of Pease is an astute business man as ;
S e p t 3. Those having business children and Mrs. Ethel Shaw and
Houlton were calling on friends here well as an architect and artist of re- j rule.
sary to worry about their isolation.
with the TIMES Publishing Co. children of Debec, N. B. called on Sunday.
Instead, we may welcome them as
friends here Sunday.
pute
and
he
has
figured
out
that,
with
1
Mr. Roy Sharp and family spent
should bear this in mind.
brothers since a whimsical geograph
OUR FARTHEST NORTH
Sunday in Hodgdon with Mr. and Mrs. transportation costs at the present j
LETTER B
Linwood McQuarrie.
plane and exceptionally high cable
Many Americans have worried about ical quirk makes them Americans in
LITTLETON
Mr Harry Wilson ,and family of charges, the $120,000 is hardly worth j a stubby little peninsula which ex stead of Canadians.
Miles Clark spent Sunday with
Houlton spent Sunday with Mr Edwin
Last Friday evening, May 18tJ» t*1® relatives in Woodstock, N. B.
going after
|tends from Canada into the Lake of
Sidney Shea of Houlton was a busi Sawyer and family.
Coolege Improvement League 01 Lar
The
letter,
which
was
received
by
I the Woods north of the forty-ninth
Mr. Albert Young and family of
son school held an ice cream sale. ness caller in this town one day last
NOTICE
Houlton were calling on relatives and Mr. Pease from Madrid is the usual j parallel which marks the established
In spite of the rain the school house week.
Whereas my wife Laura Cowrie has
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Carpenter were friends here Sunday.
was filled with parents *nd frlends
type and signed by the initials, R. de j boundary between Canada and the left home without just cause, I here
Mr. Ansil Hatfield and family of
A sum of money was raised for a book- calling on relatives In Houlton on
by forbid any one trusting her on my
Houlton spent Sunday with Mr. and S., the imprisoned Don explaining that ] United States from the Lake of the account, as I shall pay none of her
f i n much needed. The league wishes Sunday.
it
wouldn
t
be
wise
to
sign
his
entire
j
Woods
to
Puget
Sound.
This
small
Mr. and Mrs. Herschel Ruth of Mrs. Dennis Hannan.
to thank all who so generously con
bills after this date.
Mr. and Mrs. Ansil Hatfield were name to the communication owing to |area, chopped off from Canada and
tributed towards the refreshments as Houlton were calling on relatives here
W. H. COWRIE
visiting his aunt Mrs. Issae Bishop the strict rules of censorship in force j surrounded on three sides by the waw ell as the work in getting up the on Sunday.
Linneus,
Me.,
Apr.
28, 1921.
318p
Rev. H. O. Cosman of Ludlow held a few days last week.
time.
_________ _____
Mr. and Mrs. B. D. Tingley and son at the prison. The letter says that j ters of the Lake of the Woods, belongs
services in the Laskey District, Sun
Forest of Houlton spent Sunday with Don R. de S. is confined in a prison ; to the United States. Disregarding
day evening.
M0NT1CELL0
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold McDunnah of Mr. and Mrs. B. K. Burleigh.
! in Madrid by bankruptcy but has |Alaska it is the northernmost land of
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Glidden of i $360,000 in America which he is the American republic.
with Mrs.
Mr. C. H. Cheney is recovering Linneus spent Sunday
Houlton spent Sunday with Mr. j anxious to have Mr. Pease secure for
Georgia Gardiner.
from a severe case of la grippe.
No map shows any town or village Money back without question
j
A . M . Nason returned Saturday from
Mr. and Mrs. James Webb of Maurice Stewart and family.
if HUNT’S 8alv« fails in ths
Ludlow spent Sunday with his sister
Rev. Mr. Garland of the American him and to whom he will give a third in the remote and isolated region. It treatment of ITCH, ECZEMA,
a businosa trip to Augusta.
g p t Archibald of Houlton was MTsji George Carpenter.
Bible Society spoke in the M. E. of the total for his services. Instruc appears merely as a trackless forest RINGW ORM , T E T T E R or
othor Itcblflff skin diseases.
|tions in detail as to the manner in wilderness. Now it is indicated that Try
calling on friends in town Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Lavine of church on Sunday afternoon.
a 75 esnt bos at our risk,
A young son arrived at the home Mars #111 spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Bubar and son j which this aid is to be given are in
her
L. A. Barker & Co., Oakfleld, Maine
there is a village in this forgotten enof M r. and Mrs. W illie Lowrey last mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Stevens.
Lewis were Sunday guests of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fitzpatrick Moody Gerow and family in Houlton.! cluded in the letter and the first move
wttk*
M iss Opal Fletcher spent the week we^e -Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Thelma, the 2 'year old daughter of j is to cable to an address in Madrid.
end at home here, returning to Herbert Crawford of Littleton.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie McCarvel, passed ; Mr. Pease has not yet cabled.
Yreequo Isle Monday morning.
Mrs. Oscar Stevens spent several away at their home Monday morning,
—Express
M r! and M rs. Orrin Good, Mr. and days last week with her parents. Mr. May 16.
|
M rs. inbridge W ellington, Mr. and and Mrs. George Brown of Danforth.
Misses Carrie and Lillian Hendeiv
M rs. Clifford Sharp, Miss Miriam
Mrl and Mrs. Samuel Smith and son of Foxcroft Road spent Sunday
Bangor, Maine,
LIVING AT HOME
M nut and Mr. Kenneth Shay all went family of New Limerick' were guests with their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. |
Living at home is the phrase the
to Portage Lake Saturday, returning o f Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Bragan on Joseph Henderson.
May 13, 1921.
Mr. and Mrs. Garfield Burton, Mr. federal officials are using as a
Sunday.
Sunday.
__________
Mr; and Mrs. Will Bragan and Mr. L. O. Sawyer, little Lois Green and watchword for the farmers of the
and Mrs. James Bragan of the Niles Mrs. Sam Ruth were guests of rela
TO THE PUBLIC:
! country the coming season. The idea
Settlement were calling on relatives tives in Houlton last Sunday.
Mr. and M rs. Eben Hunter have here on Sunday.
Mrs. Harry Stimson, Misses Marion j is that each agriculturist should !
As a matter of information I beg to advise that on account
recently moved to Hodgdon M ills.
Miss Lillian Crawford, who is em French and Winnie Logie. Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Green entertained ployed at the Farmers' Bank in Houl- Mrs. I. E. Ruth and Mr. and Mrs. H. E.
of
the
demoralized condition of the potato market in Aroostook
•everal guceta on Sunday afternoon.. tdn. ts spending a short vacation with Kimball of
Houlton were Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Tuell.
Mr. Hndaon Orj.ii h«» re«f“tlL h<S? heFfftther in this town.
County and as a temporary assistance to enable farmers and
M g ^ ^ m rods placed on his PuRdi '“MflB. Kate Watson, Mrs. Laura Ward
Linneus was visited by an electric
others to sell potatoes to the starch factories in the county, we
add Mrs. W. A. Bamford and children shower on Saturday noon when the
M r. and M rs. Hovey of Smyraa of H&Ulton were callers at Mrs. Geo. telephone poles were shattered on the
have today decided to make a temporary reduction in o u r
week-end guests of Mr. and M rs. Carpenter’s on Thursday.
Ruth road and a phone damaged in
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Donohue of the home of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Bates.
freight rates on potatoes consignedto fitarch factories, of about
*T h e^S n g 1ia d l® ® of the M. E. church New Limerick and Mr. and Mrs. Harry
The friends of Mr. and Mrs. Vern
WEDNESDAY
w ill serve Ice cream at the Town HaU Grahdlemire of Monticello spent Sun Mitchell sympathize with them in the
fifty (50) percent. These low rates will be effective Monday,
oq Friday evening, May 20th. A ll are day with
Mr. and Mrs. Michael loss of their little daughter Marjorie YOUNG-ADAMS STOCK COMPANY
Presents for their Hosing play
Nadean, age 2 months, on Saturday,
May 16th, and continued in effect until about August 15th.
cordially Invited to attend.
Donohue.
“ T H E LO ST T R A IL ”
* A large crowd of invited guests at
May 14. Prayer was offered at the
tended the Patriotic Party at Mayo
home on Sunday afternoon by Rev. A story that has made a reputation for j
The object of this is to prevent entire loss on these pota
LITTLETON .
itself wherever shown. Don’t miss seeing
M am nriil Hall on Saturday evening.
W. H. Johnson.
this strong Company of strong players
toes
to the owners.
Miss
Blue
of
St.
John,
N.
B.
is
A very interesting program was given.
The daughter of Mr. and MfS while In your town.
M r. B . T . Garland of Portland, Me. caring for Mrs. John Carmichael who Lester Bates died on Friday, May 13
Admission Tfie, .r>0c and 3fie plus tax
PERCY R. TODD,
attended the services at the Metho* is' 111 with pneumonia.
at the home of her grandparents Mr.
Bernard
Patten
of
Houlton
will
and
Mrs.
Dennis
Coyle.
Isabella
was
S a t ehurch Sunday and « * T® -v#3
President
THURSDAY
Interesting talks in the interest of preach in the U. B. church next Sun 4 years 3 months. Funeral services
day1 morning and evening.
were held at the home on Sunday CHARLIE CHAPLIN in "The Kid”
the Bible Society.________
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Hanning attend morning, Rev. W. H. Johnson officiat Tlie picture you iiave been waiting for.
ed church in Ludlow on Sunday, being ing.
The feature that cost Chaplin millions to
make is really a revelation.. Don’ t miss j
guests of Rev. H. H. Cosman.
this opportunity for a joyous, hilarious, j
Find Cole ha* purchaed a Ford tour
David Carmichael of Canterbury, N.
happy time. You will laugh, then cry and i
ing car.
. B. arrived Thursday, called here by SPANISH SWINDLE
then laugh again.
B u rton Holm es I
M ias Elisa Smith is the guest of the illness of his mother, Mrs. John
BOBBING
UP
AGAIN
.M rs. M elvin Morrison.
Carmichael.
FRIDAY
Friday afternoon was observed as
Mrs. Milton Black of North LimingGet-rich-schemes may come and go
Arbor Day by th© acboola here.
ton, Me. arrived Monday, called here but the old one cf the Spanish W ILLIAM FAIRBANKS in
M ill Dorothy Hatfield of MUlinocket by the death of her mother, Mrs. John
"Fighting Bill”
grandee with a several hundred thou
w ta the week-end guest of her mother Carmichael.
A real western picture with a threesand
dollars
fortune
concealed
in
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs.
round boxing match worth the price of
E. B. Lilley, who have spent the America which he is unable to get be admission if you like prize fights. You
will see a shooting stunt you never saw
day night to attend the play Valley winter months in Oakfleld, were glad
cause of the fact that he is impris before too.
Screen M ag azine
9 m , M which waa given there by to welcome them home on Thursday.
oned
in
a
vile
dungeon
in
Madrid
Mr, and Mrs. Frank Griffith, Mr.
^M taaTiiiota Smith, who Is employed and Mrs. C. B. Porter, Mrs. James will go on forever. This swindle has
SATURDAY
fcy thc Northern Wooden W are Com- Stone, Mrs. Isaac Gerow, Mrs. O. V. mulcted thousands of Americans of
TOM MIX in "The Road Demon”
mtny at Island Falls, la spending her Jenkins, Mrs. Fred Little and Mrs. E. many thousands of dollars and the
M U T T and J E F F , a u to T w o Reel C o m 
T g a ttw with her parents, Mr. and D. Coy attended Quartery meeting at
most recent psuedo victim picked out edy “ T H E D E A T H T R A P ”
Hodgdon on Wednesday.
Mra. 8 . H . Smith.
Albert Suitter has been engaged as
H . A . L ow ly . * “ o h»*
I t m4tf»g the past few weeks with her patrolman for Littleton. His time
•on taring hi Houlton, has returned to will be spent on the detour. Although
S r home hare. Her many friends a new man, he has the reputation of
i n giod to know that she is much being a good worker and his services
are expected to be satisfactory to the
impMrrad la health.
public.

SU R R O U N D IN G

TOWNS

The correct date of Dangerous
Dan McGrew appearance here
under auspices of Chester
Briggs Post American Legion
is Friday evening, May 20th,
The date in full page ad is a
typographical error.

ECZCNAi

Bangor & Aroostook Railroad Co.

HODGDON

Week of May 16,1921

Temple Theatre

NEW LIMERICK

Primrose

Cream Seperator

Tun.

EAST HODGDON

Mrs. John Carmichael

M r. Good w in preach In the Union
The community was saddened to
A m A oast Sunday.
M r. W illiam Smith and daughter learn of the death of Agnes, wife of
||iO ware fha guests of Mr. and M rs. John Carmichael, who passed away
early Sunday morning after a short
lfrA^W hifleld Scott of Cary was the Illness with pneumonia at the age of
guest o f her sister M iss 77 years.

Mrs.

Mr. and Mra. Trueman

Carmichael’s

maiden

nam e!
in |
j
She was united in marriage to John j
Carmichael 56 years ago. To this j
union 7 children were born, Mrs.
Addle Black of North Llmlngton, Me.,j
Mr. David Carmichael of Canterbury,
N. B., Mrs. Annie Craig who died some |
years ago, Mrs. Alma Long, Robert,

Stairs -and was McLellan and she was born
fgmfljr wars tha guests of Mr. Herbert Richmond, N. B.

Cmo% Sunday.
Qoita a number from this place
attended tha R. C. I. play last Friday
evening In Houlton.
Ha Ladles' Aid win meet with Mrs.
Bonham Barton at Union Corner, N .
B., Wadnaaday tha 2 6 th .'
Mlfi GarUa Curran of Augusta was
Mrs.

tha guaat of her parents Mr. and
Curran, tha peat two weeks.

M r. Ralph Barton want Monday
w H l to Grant's Pass, Oregon. His
firlnda hare wish him every success.
Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Dickinson
e f Union Corner, N. B. were the
Shoals Of M r. and Mrs. Jasper Crane

Sunday

__________

BRIDGEWATER
11

JL

R u id .ll 1* In Dexter on b u .l-

Dr. and Mra. H. C. Bundy were in
M ilo over Sunday.
M rs. Fired Blanchard of Mara Hill
waa lu town Friday.
Mra. AlUo Packard baa been very
HI the part week with infinensa.
Mra. Celia McKinnon la suffering
with Mood polaonlng in her hand.
M r. and Mra. 81mon Bernstein are
entertaining relatives from New York.
Fleetwood Simonson has returned
home from Boston much Improved in
health.
Mra. Fred W hite and daughter of
Bangor are gueats at Harry Dearborne’a.
Ervin Putnam, who has been em
ployed In Frank Bradstreet’s store,
m s so n e to Boston to work.
M rs. F. W . Trtcartln of Lubec was
called here by the illness of her
daughter M rs. Everett Higgins.
> Joseph W ithers, who has been visit
ing hie sister Mrs. Fred Snow, has
gone to Boton to enter a hospital for
medical treatment.

LUDLOW
Mr. Ira

Warman

is

111 with

the

IC n. A . E. Thompson and children
hero the whooping cough.
M r. S . J. McCain is suffering with
a s o w s attach of rheumatism.
Mjaa Elsie Ingraham has recovered
from a recent attack of appendicitis
aad is able to be out.
M r; William W ebb and Mr. R. A.
Nixoa spent t ie week-end with relatires in New Brunswick.

Fine M ilk Farm
Near Bangor
Within twenty minutes walk of the
business section of Bangor we are
offering a particularly desirable and
valuable milk farm together with all
the farming tools and equipment
necessary to operate. The farm is
running at a profit now and is being
offered for sale only because ^of the
falling health of the owner. There
are 93 acres in a high state of cultivatldn and a small wood lot. The build
ings Include a spacious dwelling
thoroughly modern and having thir.
teen rooms and a bath a shed and
dairy; a shed, barn stable, carriage
sheds and an Ice hou4e. There are 31
high grade cows, 5 yearlings, 1 bull,
6 horses etc. All the equipment in
cluding an electric milker will be
included.
This property Is located in a good
residential section and has city
water, sewer and electric light con
nections.
This is perhaps the most complete
and convenient farm offered in Maine
for sale at the present time and can be
purchased at an immense trade. We
will be pleased to make arrangements
to have you inspect this property.

L o u is K irste in & S on s

Real Estate and Insurance Service
Merrill Trust Building
Bangor, Maine

Willys

L ig h t in g S y s t e m
T h e S u p e r F a rm a n d H o m e L ig h t a n d P o w e r P la n ts
----------------------------------- R e d u c e d t o -------------------------------------

Lower than Pre-W ar Prices
Economies in manufacturing
successfully accomplished
Advantageous contracts for materials. Improved methods
in manufacturing and increased facilities
These are reasons why we are now able to offer Willys
Lighting Systems at prices actually lower
than before the war
L - 2 - 11/4 K. W . 3 H. P. light plant with 240 Ampere Hour
battery was $695.00

lsNow$595

L -2-lV t K. W. 3 H. P. light plant with 160 Ampere Hour
battery was $625.00
Is Now

$525

See the W illys Light Junior
The New Addition to Our Line
A complete Power and Light Plant.
Lights.

600

80 Ampere Hour battery

W att— Thirty
$ 2 9 5

Every farm and home, where central station current is not
available, can now have electric light and power at lowest
possible cost. Place your order now at new prices for
early delivery. Wire, write or call now for demonstration
or literature.
Some excellent, exclusive territory still
available or dealers

PRIZE

L E T T E R

Houlton, Me.
more or less trouble, and its
Mar. 24, 1921. excellent gear work, which is of
Dear Sir:
the finest workmanship, which
In regarding to the Primrose prevents all irregular running
Cream Separator and the con- trouble with the fine oiling systest that is advertised, I thought tern, which I think is the best
that I would enter it because I yet known,
think that i;he Primrose is the
I think the spray system on
best on account of its high quali- gears saves all clogging and
ty of material from which it is gumming the screw spindle
made, and its easy operating which must be kept in perfect
system, and also its easy way order, and so most any child
of cleaning disks, which ;s made can operate the machine and
of the best steel with unrustable with very little work.
And I think you can save more
covering which makes it a very
sanitary machine. Also the milk cream and be much clearen with
delivery from bowl, a straight less work than any other
downward course to disks pre machine on the market.
I am your truly,
vents lots of trouble in the feed
Philip D. MacDonald, age 14
ing system of the milk, while
R. F. D. No. 3, Box 86,
other separators have a more
Houlton, Me.
roundabout course which causes
------------------------------------------g Qj tj b y ---------------------------------------------

A. M. Stackpole, Jr.

Putnam Hardware Co.

Bridgewater, Maine

H o u lto n , M a in e

